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MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 6, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: PHIL WISE 

SUBJECT: Simultaneous Hookup with Ten Fund Raising 
Dinners in Tennessee at 8:30 p.m. (EST) 
Thursday, December 6 

Background 

.• 

The ten Fund Raisers are in the following Tennessee cities: 
Chattanooga, Clarksville, Jackson, Knoxville, Lawrenceburg, 
Livingston, Memphis, Nashville, Tri-City (party in Blount
ville), and Tullahoma. 

The theme of the dinners is "The Importance of Re-electing 
Democrats to the Tennessee General Assembly." 

The dinners are being held in union halls, schools, National 
Guard Armories, a convention center and a country club. 

It will be the largest political gathering in Tennessee 
history (3,000 to 4,000 persons expected). 

The cost is $15 per person, and the profit will be split 
between participating counties. 

Format 

8:30p.m. (EST) 

8:35 p.m. (EST) 

8:4 0 p.m. 

Mr. Bill Farris, Democratic Party Chairman 
for Tennessee, will welcome and introduce 
the President. 

Presidential Remarks. 

Chairman Farris thanks the President. 



8:29 (EST) 

8:30 

8:35 (Approx.) 

8:40 

The President will be called by Signal. 

The Operator will say, "Mr. President, 

stand by for the conference call." 

Then the Operator will say, "The Conference 

call is complete. 

line. Mr. Farris, 

LU;\\ k� e\)er'"\ 
Introduction of tHe 

The President is on the 

go ahead." (A\\ lo o\��AS 

Cv�\1\\\Ht\'...\ '-\ov w..a..\4..} 
President by Mr. Farris. 

Note: Remarks will be heard by the 

President and all speech sites 

After introduction by Mr. Farris, the 

President goes directly into his remarks. 

Note: This is now a one-way conversation. 

The President cannot converse with 

Mr. Farris. All speech sites will 

hear the Presidential remarks. 

Mr. Farris thanks the President. 

Note: All speech sites and the President 

will be able to hear Mr. Farris. 



Electrosta��tlc Copy Msde 
for Preservation PurpoMS 

Chris Matthews 
Draft A-1 
12/6/79 

Phone Call to Tennessee Democratic Dinners -- December 6 

\ Good evening, everybody. 

� � f)l?-eak � _? .rY 

d £� fo J� ";)?� 

p/ /f � /U� ��� 
¥�oo /�.n/?l?F.Fee A�c,r� 
� a/# 7k.L.e tra-L�f_ ./eetf.� 

This is a difficult time for our country. As I talk 

to you, 50 Americans are being held captive in Tehran.{- I 

Af A�have made it clear to the leaders of Iran that our Nation 
f &tJr .· 

,.Jl� 
)� holds them personally and fully responsible for the well-being 

and safe return of every American. We will not rest until 

every one of our people is free. 

I am proud of the restraint the American people have shown 

in this crisis. We must continue to avoid any action that 

might jeopardize the hostages. But I am proud too of the 

IJ""'Iy 
deep spiritAthis crisis has aroused in our people these 

/l/n�,;/ &��J;fzt,�¢ �� � ..144- q� ../ ��!! . 
past weeks. / 

-')(; 4f A 44 Jl� /f t-rc�d, � .J, /k � 
!)rue ;;;{� V-7 ??,) xr; �M-e � a!:Jc.a.YJ 7� 4/:r�/ 

d) .f}� t:J/L� � 74'e .JA'�:u(_ u/4-4- a_ 9oe.cf �Y he/ 

/ / � .tJ1� .;(� sAo�tcl �t-L< /K- .7� �� · NG?� � 
/ e.a. cr:� � 

/ � ,4 .;(�,/ � ,6/n�/� If tnU /)fue -- SO /�,/?o�4t (!�r;L_/)�:::frf/ h.,., ,/A; 9cJY'M.HAi'4a,/ 
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E�ectf@®t�t�© Cc�y M�de 

foil' P�Gi9elf'Jat!on P��pc� 

At certain times in our nation's history an event tells 

us who we are as a nation. We find a new appreciation of our 

deepest values and of the principles that guide us. We gain 

a new measure of common strength and common purpose. 

We Americans are a free people. We respect our flag 

because we believe in what it stands for -- freedom and 

opportunity; human dignity; justice. We believe in our 

country, not simply as a great Nation, but as a great ideal 

-- the land of liberty, the land of hope. 

6'-lv 

'l'he events in Iran have reminded us that G-tH; basic 

fyatf.. , 
principles -- patriotism, independence, freedom, justice 

-- mean as much today as at any time in our nation's history. 
\ 

I thank God for that -- because these principles have 

never been more important. 

As long as I am President, the United States will show 

reason and restraint, but it will be a restraint base� on 
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\1!�®c�ros·bgtlc Ccpy M�tde 
�07 p�ewatlon p�et 

fundamental strength -- moral�ali-We-.H:-as military� We 

will respect the rights and dignity of other nations. We 

will demand the same in return. No nation will dictate 

e��"'� !tk t(. J. 
to u s. No nation will g.s.t a\:ay •.Jith blackmailA -- by whatever 

means, for whatever ends. 

-;;;,�,. k e. .)�0 &-�/(c.' � �a/..: t:;. .ehc.,.<�� :Hey/ ..,�4--'1.., AM .,-' Fe h'"' // z-. 
Two days ago I declared my candidacy for renomination as 

d?l d. I H/.-1'/ 

your President, -I declared my j ntentiGP 1+a- ask the Democratic 

Convention to renominate the man I consider the most effective 

Vice President in our history, Walter Mondale. 

Due to the crisis in Iran, I have cut back on active 

campaigning. But I wanted to take this opportunity tonight 

to thank you good people and let you know \-lhat your support \ 

-- and your prayers -- have meant to me. 

The Democrats of Tennessee stood u p  for me in 1976. And, 

4/-' )'-4 
true to its motto, the Volunteer State has stood up� me � � 

t,.}«!. 
�ss times -- when� have had to make difficult decisions 
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or take tough stands as your PresidentA I appreciate and 

..c:.-,t! 

d raw strength from your loyalty •. --I�vill uever forget yQ1lr 

I Will fo'1 .,k f�v-<... ro �4./ 
support, and1you will never regret 9iving it. 

/.t Amdu"<� �4-<-fo_,-- � fo � 

� 7�� -� u//?A C'-I)A../a""�c-E' -c-./ �£...-... �-<�� -� 

# # # 

«�./ J"�� / ��-c.-- )l� 
�� y-.., .... � 

Ei®ctrostatlc Copy Msde 

for Preaefif&t!on PU!fPGMti 
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Notables at Each Dinner 

CHATTANOOGA 

CLARKSVILLE 

JACKSON 

KNOXVILLE 

LAWRENCEBURG 

LIVINGSTON 

MEMPHIS 

NASHVILLE 

TRI-CITY 

TULLAHOMA 

ATTACHMENT 

Bill Farris. Democratic Party 
Chairman for Tennessee 

Jim Neeley, President of Tennessee 
Labat Council 

Senator Jim Sasser 

Gentry Crowell, Secretary of State 

Harlan Matthews, Treasurer 

Congressman Ed Jones 

Ned Ray McWhorter, Speaker of the 
House 

Keith Bissell, Public Service 
Comm1ssion member 

Jake Butcher, former gubernatorial 
nom1nee 

Lieutenant Governor John Wilder 

Former Congressman Joe L. Evans 

Former State Senator Jim Robertson 

Governor Bill Clinton (Arkansas) 

Congressman Harold Ford (Memphis) 

Congressman Bill Boner 

Frank Cochran, Public Service 
Comm1ttee member 

Bryant Millsaps, Assistant Clerk 
of the House 

Congressman Albert Gore, Jr. 



I. PURPOSE. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEETING WITH MAJOR JEFFREY L. ZORN 
Thursday, December 6, 1979 
9:55 A.M. (3 minutes) 
The Oval Office �.J 

From: Marty Beamant 
To: Hugh Carter' ' 

I , 

!EitSetrostatac Ccpy M�ds 

for P!i'ettervst!on Pugopcns 

To meet Major Jeffrey L. Zorn, Marine Corps Aide to the 
President. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN. 

A. Background. You previously approved Bob Peterson's 
reassignment in the Spring of 1980 and replacement by a 

Marine Corps officer. Major Zorn has been selected for 
this position and is being brought aboard now in order 
to assure that he is fully trained and qualified before 
the extensive travel of the forthcoming campaign year. 

B. Participants. 

C. Press Plan. 

III. TALKING POINTS. 

Major Jeffrey L. Zorn 
Hugh Carter 
Marty Beaman 

White House Photographer only 

o Major ("Jeff") Zorn was born November 2, 1946, in Cleve
land and his family has resided in Mentor, Ohio, since 
1950. 

o Wife is the former Marcella Thomas, born and raised in 
Fredricksburg, Virginia. She received a master's degree 
in religious education from the International Bible 
Institute and Seminary in Orlando, Florida, during 
October 1979. Presently teaches kindergarten at 
Quantico, Virginia. They have no children. 

o Jeff achieved an economics degree from the College of 
Wooster, Ohio, in 1968, and a masters in theology from 
the same 9r1ando seminary as his wife in October 1979. 

o Jeff has 10 years service as a career ground officer. Had 
a tour in Vietnam for which he was awarded the Bronze Star 
with combat "V". He served as Commanding Officer, Marine 
Detachment, USS ALBANY (CG-10) during 1974-76. Most recent 
assignment was as an analyst with the Office of Manpower 
Utilization at Quantico, Virginia. 

o He enjoys jogging, swimming and tennis. 
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THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

December 4, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: French Oil Import Policy 
\Eiaetll'o�t�tec Ccpy M�de 

fo�r i?�'e5ei"Ja\Jt�on l?urpG$SS 

You asked for a brief description of the French system for 
controlling the volume of oil imports. 

French Oil Import Program 

The French Government's key petroleum objectives are security 
of supply and reduction of the oil import bill. Over the 
last fe� years, France has been one of the more successful 
industrialized countries in reducing its level of oil 
imports. In 1973, France imported some 2.6 million barrels 
a day (mmb/d) �hile in 1978 net oil imports �ere reduced to 
about 2.2 mmb/d. From 1975 through 1978, France set official 
ceilings on the annual monetary value of crude oil imports 
denominated in French francs. France claimed success each 
year in meeting these targets, though much of the success 
�as a result of depressed economic activity, exchange rate 
fluctuations and the favorable �eather conditions. Attempts 
to set 1979 franc ceilings on oil imports have been frustrated 
as a result of the significant OPEC price increases. France 
exerts control over oil supply sources and domestic marketing, 
under a 1928 petroleum la�, which grants the government sole 
authority to regulate the activities of oil companies in 
importing, refining and marketing of crude oil and products. 
This authority is exercised throu_gb__� __ lJ_c_eQ§.J,.ng __ §y::;t_�nt_wh ich 
is the basic authority that enables companies to operate in 
France. This overall system provides France with a method 
for carrying out import ceiling commitments made at the 
Tokyo and European Community Summits. 

Charles w. Duncan, Jr. 

' 

I 



EYES ONLY 

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

December 5, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

c_.L--S 
From: Charlie. Schultze 

Etsetaoost�tlc Ccpy M�de 

for PreBeflfst!on Purpo� 

Subject: Producers Prices in November, 
Business Plans for Capital Spending 

Tomorrow (Thursday, December 6) at 9:00 a.m., the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics will release the producers 
(wholesale) price index for November. At 10:30 a.m., 

the Commerce Department will release its survey of business 
plans for plant and equipment spending in the first half 
of 1980. 

Producers Price Index 

First, the bad news. Prices of all finished goods 
at the producers level rose 1.3 percent in November, compared 
with 1.0 percent in October. Energy prices (up 2.5 percent) 
and food prices (up 2.6 percent) were the culprits. Outside 
of food and energy, prices rose only 0.6 percent. 

The sharp rise of consumer food prices was largely 
due to meat prices. Poultry prices were up 21 percent; pork 
prices, 7 percent; and beef and veal prices, 6 percent. 
Since mid-November, cash prices of cattle, hogs, and poultry 
have remained roughly unchanged, so that a repeat performance 
next month is unlikely. 

This month's 6.8 percent annual rate of increase in 
prices outside of food and energy was in line with the 
average rate of increase in these prices in the previous 
four months, and below the 8-3/4 percent annual rate of 
increase in the first half of 1979. The rise in energy 
prices, while large, was less than any month since 
February. 

:. ', 

:· .· ' 
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In summary, setting aside the sharp rise in meat 
prices, the November increase in producer prices was 
not so bad, although we have not yet achieved an overall 
breakthrough to a lower inflation rate. 

Business Plans for Plant and Equipment 

Now, the good news. The latest Commerce Department 
survey of business plans for plant and equipment suggests 
that, so far, there has been little or no trimming of 
investment plans because of fears of impending recession. 
In this survey (taken in late October and early November) , 
capital expenditures undertaken and planned for the latter 
half of 1979 are larger than reported in the previous 
survey (conducted in late July and August). And for the 
first half of 1980, planned capital expenditures rise 
at a 13 percent annual rate, the same rate as occurred 
in the four quarters of 1979. Adjusted for inflation, 
the planned increase in the first half of.l980 would 
amount to a 4 percent annual rate. If business fixed 
investment does stay this strong, it will prevent anything 
worse than a very mild recession early next year. 

There are two reasons for being cautious about the 
interpretation of this survey: 

o Other data (the fall survey of business 
investment plans for 1980 by McGraw-Hill, 
and recent orders and contracts for plant 
and equipment) suggest that some weakening of 
investment plans has already occurred. 

o Past experience would indicate that if a 
recession does begin early next year, 
downward revisions of investment plans 
would be likely. 

Still, even with these cautions in mind, this new 
survey continues to reflect the economy's surprising 
ability to absorb the shocks of sharply rising energy 
prices and high interest rates. 

/ 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

THE PRESIDENt
:

{\_ 

DAN TATE IKJ

WASHINGTON 

December 6, 1979 

17 
L __ 

Wednesday's Senate Action on the Windfall Profits Tax 

The Senate voted on two proposed amendments to the Finance Committee bill 
on Wednesday: 

(1) The Leahy Amendment (to deny percentage depletion on 
windfall profits) was tabled by a 57 to 37 vote. We are 
not disconsolate at having lost this amendment because it 
had the same constituency as the independent exemption 
which passed by a similar margin last week and its passage 
would have ensured a filibuster of the bill (not just by 
Republicans but also .by Democrats such as Lloyd Bent� en.)· 

(2) The Roth Amendment (to prohibit budget receipts from 
exceeding 20.5% of GNP in 1980 and less in subsequent years) 
was tabled by a 49 to 44. This was the first of several 
"mischief" amendments which the Republicans will sponsor. 
Another will come this morning when Senator Armstrong calls 
up his amendment to index the Internal Revenue Code to in
flation. 

Later today, we will be faced with the possibility of several plowback amend
ments being offered. They are exceedingly dangerous and we are working very 
hard against them. 

On a related matter, Secretary Miller called Senator Long as you instructed. 
He took a fairly hard line with the Chairman and refused to give Long the con
cession on State-owned lands which he sought. We may wind up giving Long 
what he wants but are trying to squeeze as much out of him as possible. It 
is nice to be the squeezer rather than the squeezee for once. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 4, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 
Eteetrost:a�teo Q9py �1��! 
for Prea9n!at�gn P-����!:� 

FROM AL MCDONALD� 
SUBJECT: Planning for Economic/Energy Decisions 

...... ---·· 

You will be facing a critical group of interrelated decisions 
on economic and energy policy during the next three weeks. 
This probably represents the highest concentration of decisions 
in importance and number coming to you thus far on these subjects. 
These decisions will shape the nation's energy and economic 
programs during the next year at least and probably for some 
time to come. In addition, they will form the framework for 
dealing with the two most important substantive issues in the 
upcoming campaign. 

We have attempted to work closely with all of the key Administra
tion spokespersons on economic and energy policy to coordinate 
their staff work, inter-unit discussions and development of 
recommendations to fit together into a coherent package. Our 
initial concern was that you would be confronted by each of these 
issues as a separate, isolated case without a comprehensive 
concept of the interrelationships between these decisions and 
their collective impact. We were also concerned that you might 
be receiving separately a multiplicity of decision memoranda 
from any number of concerned Administration officials on each 
of these subjects, pushing the complicated synthesis of ideas 
up to you. 

Through the use of a more disciplined and pre-planned coordihation 
effort, we think now we may reduce some of the confusion by 
producing for you a more refined and thoroughly discussed set 
of options. Although you do not need to read any of the 
attached, you might be interested in glancing through the attached 
planning materials simply to appreciate the complexity and multi
plicity of issues that are under review. 

The first schematic diagram reflects agreements on which entity 
should serve as the primary coordinating unit for pulling 
together Administration positions. Under them are listed the 
major agenda items, each of which involves one or more decisions 
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by you.before th� end._of thi_s month. In turn, the work of 
these- :untts is_being schedu],ed .to fit in with the budget· 
ca:�en�ar:·._a{reqdy �stablished, ·thE? pre·pa_ration of _·your.·l\.nnual 
E;c611bmic ·Repor:t ... to -the nation ·.an(j' your-' s'tate.:'O.f. the' unio'ri - . 
mess'a<:fe �·-�.;.As ·_a: sid_e_prdject,· w� also. h�ve,.tiri_derway _:�he _coinpila
tion .of -an_ issues .. ,briefing. bqok� -covering ''these .as_· weTl .as _many 
c:>ther\ stibj ect_s:� -·that�_'will i:>e available to you oby' the._ end o':f the 
year. for· ¢ffic;:�al' and

. 
c�mpaign needs. 

. 

In an attempt· to-reduce the. time pres�ures on you and to channel 
the papenva·nd meetings.'into more organized formats, Phil Wise, 
Rick Hutche:son- and Susan· Clough· are familiar with these planning 
materials.· Together we·: will atternpt to .make sure 'you have the 
appropriat�. tillle allot:ted when needed to discuss and to reflect 
on these impending ·decisions. 

- I  

You will be introd'llced to the early thinking of the group at the 
breakfast of your Economic Policy Advisors this Thursday morning. 
That will be a general discussion simply to introduce some of the 
aspeCts of the issues involved, beginning with those that are 
energy r:elated. You have already received a preparatory memorandum 
from -.Charles Schultze for this meeti11g. This is to ·be::,followed by 
a fur�her exploration of the key i�sues with your principal advisors 
on Wednesday, December 12 or the day following. _A br1ef session 
is being scheduled for the afternoon of December 17 specifically 
to examine options for responding to the_ OPEC decisions·expected 
that day ·and al·ternati ve announcements that you may wish to make 
on De(::�mber 18. 

During the.�interim you will be receiving periodic status memoranda 
but· w� expect the major decision memoranda .will not be coming 
forward until about December 17-18, since you will want to con
sider thein from.an integrated perspective as well as individually. 
This ··wfll .then allow two or three days for a final discussion 
meeting- wi.th 'your. advisors, as well as your final budget review 
session� prior·to the•decisions on these issues which. are now due 
on Decenlber·. 21. · 

Attachments 

. : . 
- · ·· . .  � •, '. 



CURRENT PREPARATION FOR PRESIDENTIAL DECISIONS: 
ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW 

·-------.--... ------... -

�ey: 

:oordinating Units 
·

----�----
------

-

Jorking level 

\gendas 

Issues 

Speechwritin 
State of 

Union 
Address 

------------------�------��--�----------�--------�----�� Report 
--------------�A�n�n�u�a�l�E=c�o�n�o�m�i�c�R�e:p�o�r�·�t-�of�t�h� e�P�r�e� s�i�d� e�n;t��=-----------------,�

L---�------_. 

Budget Process 

EPG 
----------------------· 

/� 
I 

I 

ECC 

·II 

Budget 
Submitted 
to 
Congress 

--�-----�---��--�-�-- Liaison 

EPG Deputies Steering Group 

Economy 
.Tax Package; 

-business 
-social sec, 
-individual 
-incentives 

. •  Wage/Price: 
-Pay Com. 
-Price Com. 

.Reviews: 
-agric • .  

Energy Domestic 
.Oil quota .Conserva-
mechanism tion 

·Choice 6f .Nuclear 
Restraint Options: power 
-Excise tax on gasoline.rmple-
-Mandatdry conserva- mentation 
.tion plans for 
�Rationing immediate 
-Inunediate decontrol decontrol, 

.Windfall profits rationing 
-housing 
-labor ·Human Capital 

-Youth employment 
and conser
vation 

Inter
national 

.Oil quota 
level. 

.General 
intl. 
policy 

(Sawhill) 
sec 

Legis
lative 

.EMB 

.ESC 

(11/29/79) 



Memo to 
President 

Dec 13 

Dec 13 

Dec 14 

Suggested 
Decision 

Dec 17 
(budget appeal 

session) 

Dec 17 

Dec 17 

Dec 17 Dec 21 

(info memo 
Dec 15?) 

DECEMBER 
Decision Timeframe 
Economy and Energy 

Event 

Dec 17 

Dec 18 

Dec 17-22 

EPG Housing Memo (through OMB) 
Issues: . options to keep housing construction 

above a minimum level 

• monitoring or triggering mechanisms 

EPG Demand constraint options (gasoline) 
Issues: level of restraint 

• tax, rationing, and/or decontrol 

Oil quota level and mechanisms (Miller/Duncan) 
Issues: • 1980 U.S. oil import target 

• mechanisms: quota, fee, and/or auction 

EPG Fiscal Package Memo 
Issues: . final economic forecasts 

. tax package options 
- business 
- individuals 
- social security 
- incentives (savings, etc.) 

OPEC Meeting in Caracas 

Presidential response to OPEC decisions 
Issues: . announce gasoline demand decision? 

• request Congressional action? 

• announce 1980 oil quota level? 

Final reviews of budget (and meetings with 
economic advisors) 

Issues: . final budget numbers for decision 

. (11/28/ 79 
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EPG: 

Socia.l Security· 
(Edley, HEW) . 

Depreciation. 
(Sunley� Treasury) 

Incentives CI'IP, 
Savings, R,&Dl 
(TIP:McKee; 
others: Sunley) 

Individua.l 

Oi.l. Quota. Mech.a.nism 
(Eads, CEA) 

Housing .Ma,rket 
(Gramley, CEA) 

Agriculture 
(Hjort, USDA) 

Dema,nd Constra,ints 
(Sunley, Treasury) 

KEY: 

.to 
November 30 

Circulate 
options

·to 

Dep� 's@ 
Review 

. EPG 

� 
EPG 

Revie 

Circulate @ 
revised 
paper t-o 
Deputies 
Options · _{,q) 
circulateP 
to EPG 

EPG: review 
need for 
individual 
component 

to 
December 7 

to 
December. 14 

Tax Pkg.: 

EPG:narrow o�tio s 
and dec�de 

3 
. 

t�m�ng 

31------1 

EPG:decisions 

PG:review 
options 

EPG 
Review of 
package 

Circulate options Circulate 

��puti� � 
options 

Paper eire. to EPG 

Refine 
deci. 
memo 

@® 
fisca 

out
look 

liD--
EPG 
deci
sion 

to @) 
Deputies 

f71 emo to 
. 'rPG President 

deci- through OMB 
sions 

EPG review of (j) 
policy 

Tax o"ption 
consu tations 

Assessment of 
gasoline rationing 
decontrol and mandatory .conservat�onEoot�onskasf 
B���a3 ja by c� �wee o 

@} 
De C1L 
memp 
Prep 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

� 

to 
December 21 

fl1 lnecis"ion 
memo to 
President 

discussion or event 

include in 
joint memo 
with ECC on 
oil quota 
level (12/14) 

decision 

•' 



Wedn�sday, November 28 

Thursday, November 29 

Friday, N6vember 30 * 
12:00 - 1:45 9.m. 

�-1onday, December 3* 
10:30 - 12:00 noon 

Thursday, December 6* 
8-:00·•- 9:30 a.m. 

Friday, nece��er 7* 
10:30 12:30 p.m. 

.. ... ··············- ·--··················· 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . ... . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  

. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

EPG CALE�·�DAR 

Review by EPG Deputies of Social 
Security paper (Treas/CEA/0��/EEW) 

Circulate final Social Security paper 
to principals 
Circulate revised paper on 
Depreciation to deputies 
Circulate papers on TIP (CEA/1·1cKee) , 
Savings (Treas/Sunley), R&D (Treas/ 
Sunley) to deputies 

EPG review of Social Security paper 

need f or other individual cuts · 

narrow options (no cut & financing; 
cut and financing variations) 

Week of Dec·ember 3 

EPG revievT of Depreciation options 
(Treasury) 

Development of moderate and 
large options 
Identification of timing decision 

"Hiscellaneous" issues 

TIP proposals 
Savings incentives 
R&D credit 

Briefing on Agriculture Policy 
EPG Housing t-1arket review 

Decisions on timing and options 

Week of Decem�er 10 

Conclude consultations on rationing 
vs. gasoline tax 
Resolve outstanding oil import quota 

·issues 
DOE circulates first draft of 
Presidential proclamation 

... . .... . . . . . . 

::::::::·.
·

.·.
·

.·.·· 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ........ -· 

. ..... ..... ............ ·············
.

::::::::·::·.-.-.-.-_;_::::·
.

:::· 

. . . . .. , . . .  



t�.onday, December 10* 

10:30 - 12:30 p.m. 

Thursday, December 13* 

Friday, December 14* 

12:30 - 2:00 p.m. 

�onday, December 17 

Tuesday, Decernher 18 

Thu�sday, December 20 

Saturday, December 22 

Circulate rationing and gasoline tax paper 
EPG review of combined tax package outline 
Update on Pay and Price Advisory Committees 

EPG decisions on elements of alternative 
quota mechanism 
Decisions memo on rationins/gasoline tax 

Forecast and budget update 

-- Tax options (broad) ) Impact on �udget 
-- Fiscal outlook ) 

Start ar·aft�ng memorandum to President 

t•7eek of December· 17 

Caracas meeting of OPEC 
Memoranda on taxes and budget to President 

Presidential statement on oil 

President's decisions returned 

Final tax and budget package 

· · · ············ 

· · · · · · -

· ·-- · · · . 

· · ··--···· · 



-IS'SUES · 

ECC 

Gasoline rationing 

(coupon) 

Simplified Rationing Pla 

S.l030 Changes 

State gasoline targets 
and mandatory measures 
to achieve them 

Gasoline decontro l/tax 

Utility oil backout 

Gasoline allocation to 
end users 

IEA meeting preparation 

SPR purchase policy 

Coal transport issues 

November 26 

to 
November ·30 

Memo to President 
on schedule @ 

Preliminary 
state targets� 

proposals 
.circulated 

@ ® 
Proposals 
circulated 
to staff 

December 3 
to 

December 7 

December 10 
to 

December 14 

federal · ECC review of 
��flE�t��tion 7����------� 

draft 
plan rj;'\ 
availa� 

Analysis 
fnof 
'dfhanges 

ECC Proposed changes 
.IJ' 

C
submitted to 1jil\ 

rev1� ongress � 

Decide 
how to 

Staff 
recommendation 

circulated 

decisions 
(C\ memo t 
�reside 

on recommend 
target levels 

ECC 
ECC .CD 
rev1ew rn 

decision 

Staff ECC 
review G§) [1] 

rev1e 

consultations 

draft 
@ plan 

availabl 

ECC review 

Memo� 

lEA mtg. (Jj} 
Presi 
on oi 
imp or 
mecha 
and 1 

® 
coal 

transport 
conference 

December l� 
to 

December 2: 

(submission to 
C ongress 2/15 

ECC review @
. 

ECC 
decisio 
Dec 28 

ECC 

� 
review 

of 
state 

targets 

Impl. 
plan 
comoleted 

i 1 



. ' 
! 

Date 

NOV 

23 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

DEC 

1 

3 

5 

7 

10 

12 

13 

14 

17 

DRAFT 

ECC CALENDAR 

Issue 

Emergency Planning: Gas 
Allocation to End Users 

Coal Transportation 
Crude Oil Allocation 
Utility Oil Backout 

Utility Oil ·Backout 

IEA Plan/OPEC Meeting 

IEA Plan/OPEC Meeting. 

State Gas Targets 
IEA Plan/OPEC Meeting 

!_ �:� ::::�::.;10� . 
.-.. . 

Gas Decontrol/Gas Tax { S.l030 Changes 

Gas Rationing 
State Gas Targets 
IEA Plan/OPEC Meeting 
Coal Transportation 

S .1030 Changes 
:cas Rationing 

:. Emergency Planning: Gas 
. Allocation to End Users 
· .  Coal Transportation . 

SPR·Acquisition 

·rEA Plan/OPEC.Meeting 
Coal Transportation 

· --'Emergency Planningt· Standby · 

Federal �o�erva�ion �lans 

Crude Oil .Allocation 

� s .1030 Changes 
. Emergency Planning::· Gas 

·Allocations �to End Users 
Coal Transportation· 
SPR Acquisition -

Emergency Planning: Manage-
ment of Private Stocks 

Milestone 

Identification of Options 

Circulate issue papers 
NOPR Issued 
Submit to OMB 

Consult with Congress 

Circulate paper on import tar-
gets 

ECC Senior Staff review 

Issue preliminary state targets 
ECC Presentation 
Circulate possible specific pro-

posals c;""\ � \ , . •  � 
l'y\ .LW\0 Tn YY"L:.1d_�\ 0;'1 S c:..-lil. � 

· EPG Discussion 

) Analysis of po�ential chan�es 

l ieette NOPR i1> (::� �-,�"\:u-
Start state consultations--
Recommendations to President 
Senior staff recommendations to 

principals 
ECC Presentation
ECC Presentation 
Staff recommendations on options 

to be pursued 
ECC presentation 
Internal DOE concurrences 

. · -
. · IEA Meeting . . 

·· _.Recommendations ·to President 
· �Draft putl.irie 

Hearings 

Submit to·congress 
ECC Presentation 

Conference 
ECC Presentation 

Preliminary Analysis of Feasibility 

------- - --



! • . 

Date 

19 

21 

26 
28 . 

Issue 

State Gas Targets-

Allocation 
Targets 

Emergency Planning: Standby 
Federal Conservation Plans 

Crude Oil Allocation 

Emergency Planning: Standby 
Federal Conservation Plans 

Emergency Planning: Manage
ment of Private Stocks 

� -s�\--t. (� '"'t� \-.s 
�Crude Oil Allocation 

Gas Rationing 

Emergency Planning: Manage
ment of Private Stocks 

Emergency Planning: Gas 
Allocation to; End Users 

Emergency Planning: Standby 
Federal Conservation Plan 

Gas.Rationing 
Emergency Planning: Manage

ment of Private Stocks 

Gas Rationing 

Emergency Planning: Standby 
Federal Cqnservation Plan 

� State Gas Targets 
L.(.-.,� ��0 .... �� '-· 

-DR!l�F-T-·--- -- ·----.-- -·· ._ 

Milestone 

End State Consultation 1 

Complete guidance regarding 
approval/rejection of state 
plans 

· 

ECC Presentation 
ECC Presentation 
ECC Presentation 

End comment period on NOPR 
Decision on methods and mecha

nisms 
ECC Presentation 

h �'� II 
\u...J. �c..\�V"I c� H�\,_o·..., ,l.c... :· 

i> rU I � � 
-tz:> Mf\ c; ,.v" \ (l.J., 

_Issu·e final ru1e · ""' 0...\1\.J.h_'tt> "1 p 
End of NOPR comment period 

Decision on whether to develop 
. a plan 

Iriiplementation Plan. completed 

Complete draft plan 

Complete revised plan 
Compl,�te draft plan (if one is 

·to be prepared) 

0\"t\� � � c...c.. Plan to Geftgress r . .  

·Publish plan; submit to Congress 

Official State �lans due 

. L:,...J\-, ML�SLO� . -T6 Lo�r.L.�� 



�entative Oil Import Quota Decision Schedule 

November 28 

November 2g 

November 30 

necember 4 

December lC) 

December 12 

December 13 

!>ecember 14 

December 17 

December 17-31 

Ad hoc'meeting on IEA target level 
Cable to foreign governments on n�s. position 
Circulate DOE staff paper on quota level 

ECC Norking Group meeting on IEA target level 

ECC meeting on 1980 IEA target level 
Information memorandum to President on ramifications 
of IEA target level 

Goldman reports on IEA Working Group discussions 
Memorandum from Duncan and Mi ller to President 
on IEA target level 

IEA Ministers .meeting in Paris 
Duncan agrees to IEA tar get level 
Circulate memo on pros and cons on three alternative 
import quota impl���ntation mechanisms including 
international, leg t:, and industry considerations 
(CEA/George Eads� . 

EPG Deputies review of memo on mechanisms 

EPG meeting t o  resolve non-Presidential issues 
and finalize review of alternative mechanisms 

ECC meeting t o  decide 1980 oil import quota level 
Memorandum of EPG and ECC recommendations to the 
President on oil import quota mechanisms ane 1980 

quota levei 

OPEC meeting 

President issues proclamation 

. 
. 

' 

' 

' 



Nu,·cmhrr 19 Non·ml!cr 26 Dcccml!cr 3 Dcccml!cr 10 J)cccmhcr 17 Uccfmhcr 24 UL·cemhcr 3 I J:muar)· 7 January 14 J:mu:tQ' 21 .l:trlll;ll ·' �: 
'" .. .. .. '" '" '" '" "' '" ... 

Novemhcr 23 Nu,·cmhcr 30 Dcccinllcr 7 Dcccruhcr 14 r>cccml!cr 21 lleccmher 28 J:muury 4 J:..nu:tr)· II J;onuory 18 Junn:tr,· .25 l"t·lnu:•r.' 
I. Events State of f\·o���ITH i 0..: ' 0 1 Imoort 0 Iowa 

a) Presidential PE, r{t Decision Debate the 0 v 
Events Announcemen esponse(l8t ) (7th) Union 0 Budget report 

O Week • Final Budl!e: 
Address(l6t ) submitted submit;, ted 

if (22nd) (2Yth) 
decisions -.. 

b) Other Admin. Kemeny Com. n-Events (VP, -
.. 

Cabinet, Sr. 
response Oregon m Conf. on 

Staff) Secy Miller Cl • ' 

.. _ 
-,.. �mall Busine�s 

1n M deast .. 
.. 

c) Related Events Corp
.

rate Trade 
igures 0 lEA Unemployment 0 Iowa Profts, 3rd ,.___. Nov. CPl. Figures D ; 

quarter Ministers Caucus 

eoct, CPI t OPEC nrtg. . (21st) 
(Caracas) 

II. Reports Final 
Bud Pet Final Budg t Appeals 

--"' .� 
Prin ing ... Final O a) Budget review-s ...- and recomm ndations - rroc ss - Oprinting As sump 

tions Totals , 

b) Economic Report 
of President - CEA In ernal - - A encv reviews CEA !Final Writin Fi.nel 8 - review - ... of PI p.sident's - • Printing 

Oven ew 
... . 

III. Planning Ta package re iew EPG deci- EPG memo -
a) EPG .. 8 s1.ons • • to 

President 
Oil quota mecha ism _ 

? im�\-Housinl! �· 
policy -

A riculture-

� policy - 'll 
Gasoline Tax/Rationi I!!.L _;./ f, ' 

Deco trol Review 
v 

... 

b) ECC 
Rationi hi! Study .... I Preparat 'on of plan? 

.... 

S.l030 ationing pl n ECC EC decisions 
- • n S.l030 pl n ararnng - rev1ew .. 

Study S.lO 0 
lcnanges 0 • ubmit propo ed changes t Gongress 

Prelim! ary Stat'e - St te Consul tat ·ons ... e ECC review gasoli e targets ... ... 

-- ---decontr 1 study? -- --------
. 

- ECC review• fl Complete al �cation 
r., ' 
I o gasoline 'e'n -user alloc tion implementat "pn plan 

l Prep re decisiors Inf� mem 
; on I A o-e 0 to 0 lEA Minis ers 

targ t levels Presiden 
. 



MEMORANDUM 

THE WI-liTE HOUSE 

WASIIINGTON 

12-6-79 

To: The President 
0 J 

From: Sarah Weddington� 

Re: Meeting with Mary Ann Krupsak 

Attached are your notes that indicates she will help with the 
campaign. We should ask: 

;;l :so 

1. That she work closely with Congresswoman Geraldine Ferraro 
a nd be one of our key New York women encouraging women there 
to support you. Geraldine has been trying to call her and 
they have been "missing". 

2. That she particularly help us with her contacts in upper 
New York State (men and women) . 

3. That she work with me in developing a strategy for contacting 
women throughout the country. 

Eteetrostatlc Ccpy �SJd� 
for �reBefltst!oll1 P�f§icns 

. . );� 

., 
. ' 



MARY ANN KRUPSAK #11-13 

Mary Ann Krupsak (Forme.r Lt. Governor of New York, Albany, NY) 
(518) 434-.4466-0; (518) 465-8063-H (submitted 11/29/79) 

Krupsak is former Lt. Governor of New York and fairly close to 
Congresswoman Geraldine Ferraro who is now on our Executive Committee, 
and who is working to find more female supporters. Since we have 
few female supporters of note, it is imp9rtant that we try to get 
Krupsak on board. . 1:' 

NOTES: (Date of call�) 
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WASHINGTON 
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Board of 
National 

Directors 
Farmers Organization 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Electrost�th: Copy M8de 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

12/6/79 

·· · Zbig Brzezinski 

The attached letter was returned 
in the President's outbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
your information. 

The original has been given to 
Ev Small, on the CL staff, for 
delivery. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Frank Moore 
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INFORMATION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 5, 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI � ... 
Senator Moynihan's New Yorker Article 
on SALT 

Pat Moynihan has sent you a copy (Tab B) of his recent New 
Yorker article on SALT. Since Moynihan's support could be 
critical to SALT ratification, I believe it would be appro
priate for you to send· Moynihan a brief note thanking him 
for the article and offering him a few comments on its sub
stance. A letter for this purpose is at Tab A. A detailed 
analysis of Moynihan's article, which is very well done, is 
at Tab C. 

The text has been cleared by the Speechwriters.�� 
'__-· 

Etectroststlc Ccpy r(,l'isde 

tou Prea��stSon PuQ"PGseA 

. ::�:.'' 
,.:.�}·; . 

�j 

f 
' 
, , 

•, ·,· . 
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THE \\"HlTE HOCSE 

WASH f�GTON 

December 6, 1979 

Dear Pat: 

Thank you for sending me a copy of your recent 
New Yorker article on SALT. You have written a 
thoughtful essay on both SALT and U.S. strategic 
doctrine. 

I share your concerns about the future of SALT and 
your interest in obtaining a better appreciation 
of Soviet intentions. We tried to do some of this 
in the SALT III Statement of Principles and during 
my discussions with President Brezhnev in Vienna. 
I realize that you and other Senators may wish to 
go beyond these principles in guiding the agenda 
for SALT III, and I can assure you that we will 

·adopt a constructive attitude toward these efforts. 

I look forward to talking with you on this and other 
SALT-related subjects as the full Senate takes up 
SALT ratification. 

The Honorable Daniel P. Moynihan 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 



' . 

Dear Pat: 

THE WH.ITE I-lOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

1Eisc�rost3lt�c Copy M�ds 
fo� Preaerost!on Pt.n·p�Ms 

Thank you for sending me a copy of your recent 
New Yorker article on SALT. I--have--net--yet..-had_ 
t�me-.to_r_e_ad_..the--ent--ir--e-ar-ti.c.le_,_.buLI�.have- read 
se.ver-a-1-J?assages--plus- a---summary-prepa-red-for ··me.

c:/ 
)./. £// 

You have written a thoughtful and-±ns·ightfu1.- a?1 ·7r-cv· 
essay on both SALT and US strategic doctrine. 

I share your concerns about the future of SALT 
and your interest in obtaining a better apprecia
tion of Soviet intentions. We tried to do some 
of this in the SALT III Statement of Principles-"' a: / ul · •·· 

I realize that you and other Senators may wish ��J. �T 
to go beyond these principles in guiding the � � f'-ilJ.L 
agenda for SALT III, and I can assure you that �-.,.,1-t.._ !?., , � • 

we will adopt a constructive attitude toward lf?u;t.�'7:-�� 
these efforts. / . """' - ·  

I look forward to talking with you on this and 
other SALT-related subjects as the full Senate 
takes up SALT ratification. 

Sincerely, 

\" 

The Honorable Daniel P. Moynihan 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. c� 20510 

. ·: · .  '1, 
· . _ .. : 

··:.; '. · . . · .  j •.· -� • 
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' . ... ·: . 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 6, 1979 

Dear Pat: 

Thank you for sending me a copy of your recent 
New Yorker article on SALT. You have written a 
thoughtful••a&? Ii 1fi& 4 essay on both SALT and U.S. 
strategic doctrine. 

I share your concerns about the future of SALT and 
your interest in obtaining a better appreciation 
of Soviet intentions. We tried to do some of this 
in the SALT III Statement of Principles and during 
my discussions with President Brezhnev in Vienna. 

· I realize that you and other Senators may wish to 
go beyond these principles in guiding the agenda 
for SALT III, and I can assure you that we will 
adopt a constructive attitude toward these efforts. 

I look forward to talking with you on this and other 
SALT-related subjects as the full Senate takes up 
SALT ratification. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Daniel P. Moynihan 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
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DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN 
NEW YORK 

�Cnite� .${a{�s .$�na{� 
wAsHINGToN. o.c. zosto R.:.lc..l," r/tv�c 

:CONGRESSIOI'tAC 
November 14, 1979 LIAISON 

Dear Mr. President: 

HOY 21 1979 
·a:�UT� 

r. (' r' An "'C'' ,_!dUbJb c..... 
'• �.: 

In the course of p�J.ng. ·' ·' 
the SALT treaty I got to thinking 
about the SALT process. The 
result, such as it is, appears 
in this week's issue of the New 
Yorker. 

Best, 

�){_ . 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 
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REFLECTIONS 

I
N the summer of 1978, when it be

gan to be clear that the SALT II 
treaty would be signed with the 

Soviet Union, the Select Committee on 
Intelligence of the United States Sen
ate began to prepare for its role in the 
procedures by which the Senate would 
take up a resolution of ratification. As 
a member of the committee, I jour
neyed to· Geneva to talk to the negotia
tors of the draft agreement that was 
taking shape and began· to go over the 
history of SALT 1, more formally 
known as the Interim Agreement on 
Certain Measures with Respect to the 
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms 
and the Treaty on the Limitation of 
Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems, signed in 
19i2. 

-

It ·did not take long to establish that, 
whatever else SALT I might have done, 
it accomplished little by way· of limit
ing strategic off;nsive arms. For that 
matter, 1t wasn t even an agreement 
about weapons as ordinarily under
stood. Rather, ,it was an agreement to 
limit th-e number of launchers each 
party would have for its long"range 
ballistic missiles. A launcher (or silo, . 

"in the usage of the military) for a 
land-based missile is a hole in the 

THE. SALT PI\OCE.SS 

ground. You could get hurt by falling 
intO one, but it is missiles, and, more 
specifically, the warheads of missiles, 
that kill people, and these were not at 
all limited by SALT I. Nor, it appeared, 
would they be much limited by SALT 11. 
From· the time of the first agreement, 
the number of American warheads in
creased steadily, and those of the So
viets more than doubled. It appeared 
they would double again under SALT 
rr. 

·This was hardly reassuring. But more 
troubling still was. the realization that 
this all came as news to me. l had 
never given great attention to the sub
ject, but from the time of the Treaty 
Banning Nuclear \Veapon Tests in 
the Atmosphere, in Outer Space, and 
Under \Vater,. of 1963, I had had the 
impression that things were going well 
enough, or at least not badly. I did 
not have the excuse most persons might 
have for being vague about the details. 
I had served. in four su�cessive Ad
ministrations, from that of Kennedy 
on. I had known virtually all of the 
principal arms negotiators and, from 
university life, a good number of the 
strategic-arms theorists. I had sat at 
the Cabinet table of two Presidents 

"This is" de,uh certificate; ':l:oman. l can't jtest 
tut down 'sing in' in the rain.' " 

listening to reports on prog""ess. Al
ways they were reports on progress. 
Or such was the impression I took 
away. I now began questioning my 
own judgment, then that of others-
especially as the Carter· Administration 
began to proclaim the virtues of SALT 
II in terms I could recognize as essen
tially the same as those in which the 
Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and Ford 
Administrations had presented their 
achievements in arms control. I began 
to wonder whether anyone from. the 
most recent Administration, or more 
generally from the world of arms con
trol, would ever describe the agree
ments in -terms t!lat comported with 
what now appeared to me as a -differ
ent, even new reality. 

I 
\VAS to wait almost a year, untJ1 
the morning of \Vednesday, July 

II, 1979, when Dr. \\7illiam ]. Perry, 
Under-Secretary of Ddense for Re
sea.rch and Engineering, testified on 
S.\LT II before the Committee on For
eign Relations. Perry, a mathematician, 
speaks plainly and, as IAith manv in 
his rarefied profession, is a man of un
assuming appeorance and manner. All 
the more was the contrast with the 

Caucus Room of the Old 
Senate Office Building, in 
wi1ich the hearings were 
held. The Caucus Room is 
a place of unashamed exhi
bition and splendor dating 
from 1906, when Theodore 
Roosevelt, having bt:ilt the 
West \Vine: oi -the White 
House, com-menced to chal
lenge the Congress from his 
new office, and the Senate 
decided to get itself an oi
fice building of its own. Un
til that period, Presidents 
had worked in their li,·ing 
rooms, as it were, and sena
tors at their desks in the 
Senate Chamber. Neither fa
cility had been much ex
panded from the time of ] ef
ferson, although during the 
eighteen-fortie� a kind of 
bo-x was fitted onto the toPS 
of Senate desks, adding -a 
little storage space. (Da-niel 
\Vebster declined the extrav
agance, so that to this day 
his desk is single-storied.) If 
the interior of the Cc.pitol 
con he said to be Pal!od'::r. 
and given to republican vir-
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UIL'S in <ksign, tht: Caucus Room, only 
slighrk smaller than the Sl'nate CJ.am
h�� it.sdf, is Roman Imperial, and 
makt· no mistake. It struck me 
no

,
t inal�prnpriate setting for Dr. 

r�· S SllhJeC t, �ALT IT. 

The Sccrctmv of Defense, Harold 
Brown, had · just finished his prepared 
statl'ment in favor of the arms-limita
tion trt:at�·. Curious]�·, the charts and 
<lisplays he had brought along ro illus
trate his points, in the manner of mil
iran· hriefings, were exclusive)\' con
ct:r;lcd with._. recent anJ proSJ.•cctive 
impn�vements in and additions to the 
nuclear arms of hoth countries. The 
capabilities of b<ith the United States 
and the Soviet Union to Jesrrm· so

called hard targets, such as missile" silos, 
wt•rt: represented as about equal, with 
the Soviets slightly ahead as of now 
and maintaining a slight lead through 
1990-when both capabilities would 
have about trebled. 

Perry's testimonv began. He had no 
prepared statement, it being his role to 
provide answers w technical questions 
the Secretary's testimony might have 
raised. But he �.1id a few words an\·
wa�·, and in doing so made perhaps the 
hest C:lSe n�t presented for SALT rr, 

whi!t: dt·s�rihing- with a· technician's 
candor its sho�tC�Jmings. He said; 

�AI.T i's success was in getting 
process started. There was a substantial 
arms-control success in the [Anti-Bal
listic }lissileJ Treaty. hut essentially 
there was no succes:; in reducing the 
number of offensive weapons. The best 
evidence of that is, just look to see what 
happened tu the number of \'l.·arheads in

-dicated on that chart since SALT I. Both 
rhc linited States and the Soviet Union 
have added about 3.000 n·arheads since 
19i2. 

The Vladivostok agreement [of 19H] 
was one more important advance in this 
process. It did specify upper bounds. It 
included bombers. not just missiles in 
the forces. but it :Hill permiued sub
stantial increases in warheads as of that 
timt". 

Prt'"siJent Carter triec.l to break that 
tlppf-r spiral with his :\'larch. 1977, pro
posal for. SALT, and as you well know, 
that \\"as rejected by the Soviet Union. 
In fact. it is rnv belief thou anv SALT 
proposal in this iime frame that Joes not 
presen·e the Soviets' ri!!ht to rnociernize 
dwir ICB:\£ [.Intercontinental Ballistic 
�. Iissile l force would be rejected. �:ly 
judg-ment is. they have made a very sub
Hantial commitment to that. The ICB:\.1 
is real!�· the onl�.' strong component oi 
their Hrategic forces, and they seem to he 
resolutelr opposed to making any sub
stantial reduction in it. 

TherciOre. the .SALT rr treatv which 
we have arri ... ·cd at. while it is � maior 
improq·nu·m over the V

.

ladivosrok agr.ee- � 
menr ... still allows signiticam upward 
sriralni the number of nuclear wea.pons. 

r anticipate char thf' Soviet lininn will 
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continue to pursue the modernizarion of 
their ICR�·I pro�rarn as indicated in the 
flgures which Dr. Br0\\"11 showed you. 
and that we will respond to thar. so that 
hoth sides then will continue to have 
sig-nificant increases in nuclear \\.'arheads. 

That is the bad news. The good news 
that com�s with that is that SALT II also 
establishes a process and �oals. The most 
sif.!nificant �oal is the one to achie,·e a 
real reduction in nuclear weapons-not 
in deliven· ,-chicles but in actual weapons . 
. :Hy ques[ion then, a.s a defense planner. 
is how do we structure our strate�ic 
programs in the years ahead to be com
patible with tha.t goal-not only to he 
compatible with it but actuall�· to f<H.:ili� 
tate the achievement uf that goal of ;,!et
ting a reduction, a real reduction, in nu
clear weapons in the iuture. 

The master term here is "proce::os." 
C!earh-, n�ither the first nor the st:conJ 
agret:�ent JiJ much to limit arms. 
\ V capons and weapons systems nn horh 
sides continue to accumubtc. But the 
agreements did establish a forum in 
which the two nations disctJSS(·d th�sc: 
matters, and entered. inw a d..::gn:c of 
coilpcration concerning them. ·rhis was 
thr: c:tsc, [ had understooJ f•lr :'omc 
time, in the matter of monitoring-the 
various means hv which c:at·h n:ttion 
keeps tr.1ck of .tht: activities 1Jf the 
other in order to verifv that the: �AI.T 
agreements are being kept. \\'heth

� cr our abilitit"S here arc sufficient \\'as 
the ouestion the lntelligenct: Commit
tee f:1ced when it beg:a ..... n formal ht:ar
ing� on the issue of vc�·ificatinn soon af
te; SALT II was signed hv Pn:sidt·nts 
Caner and llrczlu;ev in. Vi�..·nna, t)f1 
June 18th. 

ALONE of the standin2: nr' select 
£"'\. committees, the Sdec� Commit
tee on Intelligence nm mall�' does its 
work in closed ses:'ions, which met•t in 
tht: Capitol dome in a �malJ hearing 
room that is SUSpended, �'OU might Sa)', 
from the cupola. It was built up thcr·' 
for the use of the Joint Committee on 
.-\tomic Energy, the first committee l)f 
thl· Congress rh:n routindr did its 
work in �amera. Of the ma-terials the 
Intelligence Committee deals with. 
none are more sensitivt:, because th��
rcalh· are secrets, than those concern
ing information ahnut Soviet str:H�gic 
n�clear forces, and, more c-:;peci:J. !Iy. 

concerning the means tH· -..vhich that 
informati;n is obtained . . .-\ minuscule 
fraction uf the informarion cnmc::; from 
.::tgents of one or another snrt-lll."
).IIXT, in th� cnnrr.1.ctinn f.n•on.:J hy 
the intdligem.:e communitL [;lrl\' in 
the post;:J.r period, it �''as ju�fged 
that the- Sovic.:t Union was much roo 
closed a :::ociery to he penetrated h�' 
ag..:nts. :Hachines wt:re p•1t to ',\'ork, 

. \•7i�h t.:\"l'i-inc:·r:1sing :;i_�pbi::;ric:!rio;l; t.o-
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day, by far the greatest portion of our 
information comes from what are 
known as "technical collection sys
tems." Basically, there are three such 
systems. First, a number of satel!ites 
continuously circle the earth taking 
photographs of the Soviet Union, as can 
now be done with extraordinarily high 
resolution. (The technicians speak of 
picking out "the golf ball on the 
green.") Second, the United Stares 
can monitor the radio signals, known 
as "telemetry," which the Soviet mis
siles send back in flight. Third, Ameri
can ships watch incoming missiles in 
the Pacific firing zones, establishing 
distances travelle·d, the pattern in 
which multiple warheads land (known 
as the "footprint"), and other such in
formation. The Russians have com
parable systems. Either side can effec
tively count the number of land-based 
missiles set in silos and ready to be 
launched on the other side. The num
bers of submarines and launchers 
are readily enough established, as are 
the numbers of intercontinental bomb
ers. 

Each side, naturally, hopes that the 
other side will not know when some 
new advance has been made in detec
tion systems, and on this score there 
was some difficulty to be resolved as 
the Senate prepar-ed .to consider veri
fication under the SALT 11 agreement. 
In recent years, Sm;et intelligence in 
the United States had scored a number 
of successes that alerted the Russians to 
the development of new American in
telligence technology. In 1975, So
viet ·agents had obtained information 
about a major satellite. system known 
as Rhyolite. In 1978, it was learned 
that agents had also obtained the oper
ating manual for the most advanced of 
our satellites now in operation, the 
KH-11. In both instances, the espio
nage had seemingly be'en simple and 
inexpensive; in one case, the materi
als were acquired, for quite modest 
amounts of money, from a youthful 
employee of the TR \V corporation, 
and in the other from an employee of 
the Central Intelligence Agency itself. 
This suggested that the Soviets have no 
great difficulty learning what we ·are 
capable of spotting, and can take appro
priate evasive action. In addition, the 
loss to the United States of listenin2: 
posts in Iran which monitored activit� 
at a missile range near the A ral Sea, in 
south-central Soviet Asia, involved a 
considerable loss of information not ea•
ily obtained otherwise. Then, on June 
28, 1979, the \Vhite House leaked to 
the New York Times that the Unit
ed States had a similar station i:> Nor-
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way. The leak was intentional, to reas
sure those favorable to the treaty, but at 
the same time it jeopardized the Nor
wegian "�set," to use another term of 
the. intelligence community. Thus, the 
question arose as to whether the United 
States would be able to be certain that 
the Russians were abiding by the terms 
of an arms-limitation treaty that would 
extend througi1 1985. The record of 
SALT I was both reassuring and cau
tionary. There was no conclusive proof 
that the Soviets had committed any ma
jor violations of SALT I strictly con
strued. By and large, what they agreed 
not to· do they did not do. But where 
we said we hoped they would not do 
something they paid not the least at-. 
tention. 

This, as it turned out, was no small· 
matter. One of the principal negotiat
ing objectives on the American side in 
SALT I was to insure that neither side 
built any more "heavy" missiles. This is 
a term for missiles big enough to carry 
a huge "payload," which can deliver a 
brge number of nuclear warheads ca
pable of reaching and destroying· mis
siles on the other side. They are po-. 
tenrial "counterforce" weapons, be
cause they can be used effectively 
against other forces. (Missiles aimed 
against dries are called "countervalue" 
,..;eapons.) As of 19 i2, the Russians 
had three hundred and eight heavy 
SS-9 missiles, while the United States 
had no modern heavy missiles. In 
SALT I, it was agreed to freeze both 
sides, meaning that the Soviets would 
and we would not have modern heavy 
missiles. "Although this appeared to be 
an imbalance, American strategic doc
trine at that time did not call for coun
terforce weapons, and we were well 
enough content. It was understood that 
the Soviets would replace their SS-9 
missiles with a new model, or "genera
tion"-the SS-18: However, the So
viets were then also planning to replace 
a medium-sized missile, the SS-11, with 
another new model, the SS-19, which 
was so much bigger and more accurate 
as to become, for practical purposes, a 
new heavy. As the Intelligence Com
mittee stated on October 5, 1979, in 
the public portion of its report to the 
Senate on the capabilities of the United 
States to monitor SALT ll: 

The Soviets' unanticipated abiliry to 
emplace the much la rger SS-19 in a 
slightly enlarged SS-11 silo circumvented 
the safeguards the United States thought 
it had obtained in SALT I against the 
substitution of heavy for light !CBMs. 

Similarly, in SALT I the United 
States conceded to the Soviets the ,;!!lit 
to build a larger number uf misoile-
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carrying submarines than we were per
mitted, in order to compensate for the 
Soviets' "geographical disadvantage." 
(To reach the open Atlantic Ocean, 
for instance, Soviet submarines must 
pass through the relatively narrow gaps 
between Greenland, Iceland, and the 
United Kingdom; our submarines 
reach the open ocean at once.) But the 
range of the SS-N-8, the new Soviet' 
submarine-launched ballistic missile, 
turned out to be considerably greater 
than expected, enabling it to be fired at 
American targets while the submarine 
remained in the Barents Sea. There is 
little reason to think the Soviets cheat
ed by misrepresenting the range of 
their weapon at that time. Thev simply 
remained silent about its full potential. 
But in any case they got an edge on us. 

Our monitoring system soon estab
lished that the SS-1 I had been re
placed by the SS-1 9, although the new
er missiles used the same silos, slightly 
enlarged. The State Department was 
provided the facts and presented them 
to the Soviets. It was then that the 
problem arose. The Soviets agreed, or 
did not disagree, that they were put
ting an entirely new strategic-weapons 
<rstem in place but asserted that noth
ing in the SALT I agreement prevented 
their doing this. Nothing did. 

SALT r-the Anti-Ballistic Missile 
Treat)' permanently limiting each 

side's ABM systems, and the "interim" 
executive agreement that essentially 
prohibited each side from building ad
ditional ballistic-missile launchers for 
five years-was signed by President 
Nixon in Moscow on May 26, 1972. 
In an address to a joint session of Con
gress on the day he returned to the 
United States, the President hailed the 
event, saying, "This does not mean 
that we bring back from Moscow the 
promise of instant peace, but we do 
bring the beginning of a process that 
can lead to lasting peace." However, 
two weeks later, in a message trans
mitting the agreements to the Senate, 
he stated that while together these were 
an "important first step in checking 
the arms race ... it is now equally es
sential that we carry forward a sound 
strategic modernization program to 
maintain our security and to ensure 
that more permanent and comprehen
sive arms-limitation agreements can be 
reached." 

A.t this time, the Secretary of Defense, 
Melvin R. Laird, was maintaining that 
the Congress must go ahead with pro
zrams for o:ffensive-weaoons svstems 
permitted by SALT r, such as th� Tri-
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dent submarine and the B-1 bomber. 
In a pn:ss conference on June 22. 
1972, Nixon stated that Laird was 
correct in this judgment: 

:\·lr. Hrezhnev made it: absolutelv dear 
to me that in those areas that w�re not 
controlled by our offensive agreement 
that they \vere going ahead with their 
programs. Vnr us not to would seriously 
jeopardize the security of the United 
States and jeopardize the cuuse of world 
peace. 

�ALT I, he added, "while very impor
tant, is only the first step, and not th< 
biggest step." 

�AI.T 11 has so far followed precise
h• this pattern. Just as Nixon had done, 
President Carter, immediately upon 
returning to the United States from his 
summit ';neeting, delivered an addre5' 
to a jnint session ·of Congress last June 
in which he hailed the agreement, and 
in the same address (not waiting two 
weeks) he announced there would be 
more weapons. Indeed, he asserted that 
one of the principal ad vantages of the 
treat\' is that it would enable us to go 
forward with a new missile system
the l\1 X. This "missile experimental" 
(one day it will no doubt he named for 

a Greek god) is to be a mobile land
based missile, our first. It will be more 
powerf�l even than the liquid-fuelled 
.-\tlas and Titan giants of the nineteen
fifties, "the onlv heavy missiles the 
United States has ever, so far, de
ployed. On S�pteinber 7th, President 
Caner announced the "basing. mode" 
and other specifics of the :v!X. Each 
would be pbced on a vehicle and 
moved to a couple of dozen different 
launching emplacements around a "ract: 
tr:J.ck," in random and presumably un
predictable ways, so as not to be "tar
geted" by Soviet missiles. Each would 
carry ten warheads, each of these with 
a yield equivalent to hundreds of kilo
tons of explosives. (The Hiroshima 
bomb was twentv kilotons.) The "race 
tracks" will req�ire thousands of miles 
of road and an area the size of Mas
sachusetts. The President said the new 
MX· "is not a bargaining chip," to be 
bartered away in any future arms nego
tiations, hut will represent a perma
nent "un:;urpas�ed, f�ature of the na
tion's strategic nuclear deterrent. Two 
hundred \1X missiles would be deployed 
in :-levada and Utah. This mode, the 
President s.Lid, met requirements he had 
set for :1 mobile missile system: surviv
ability, verifiabilin·, affordability, envi
ronmental soundni;!SS, and consisrenc\' 
with arms-control g:oals. On this occa-
sion, Secretary Bro�·n, whilc predicting 
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that the Soviets would respond "n�ga
tivch·" to this U nired States announct:
mt.:n,t, 5aid that if rhev ene-azed in "a 
fruitless race" to try £;) ove-r;hdm our 
new snrem rhcv would strain their I.:'Cn
nomi� resourc�s, and that if they cre
ated a new land-based missilt:' :'�·stem of 
their own rhev would ht.: vulnerahle to 
United States' attack, presum.1 hh· from 
the rll!\.\' .-\mcrican srstem. 

'fhe F cdcra.rion ;,f .-\mc::rican Scien
tists promptly declared the M X to be 
"not just an infiationarr multi-hiliinn
doll:u strategic m israkt:, hut an arms
control disaster." The F . . \.S., begun 
in 19+6 as the F edcratinn of .-\ro';nic 
Scientists, has since that time been a 
]e;uling :�dvocare of nuck:tr-arms (on
rrnl. l�s judgment was stern: 

The :\-1 X missile announced codav con
tains the :;eetls of irs own desrr�ction 
since. as a counter-force weapon. it will 
necessilrilv stimulate the Soviet Union to 
Procure still more warheads which will. 
in turn. quickly threaten .\J X quite as 
much as the 2\tinuteman missiles are 
presently threatened. In the process. the 
SALT limits will Jccome untenable. 
\Vorse. the Air Force will ask for the 
right to abrof!;ate the AB:\f treaty ro 
j.:!;et anti-ballistic missiles to defend the 
�-IX. Thus the AH�I trean· will alsn be 
threatened and the arms r�ce will reallv 
hr back with a vengeance. 

. 

The F . . -\.S. warned that there was 
"no stratr:gic nt>ed tn imitate the R.us
:;i:1

_
n

. 
pr�!·ercnLe for ��r¥e lcmd�h

_
asc-J 

missJlt:s, and :uided, 1 he prt:ciplttlllS 
qualit�· nf d1e decision tn mnv..: tn 
match tht: Snviets in bnd-hast:d mi:"sile 
th row-we ieht h:1s hn·n indun·d h\' 
:-:.-\LT." Induced hy SALT: If this St:ei�S 
a contradiction in rerms�1r, at the 
\'l'r\' l�asr, "counterintuiti\'e," w ust: a 
ten.n t>f systems anal�·sis-tht:n all tht: 
mort: reason to pay heed. Th..:re are 
systems that �:xhibit such propt"nit"5. pro
ducing the opposite of th<:'ir intended 
nutcome, with the consequence rh:u in
tensih· inQ: the d fort to achieve the de
sired . t>n; :h:-hicvcs even mort: 11f the 
undesired . 

.-\s the summer passed into autumn, 
att:tcks on SALT II from arms-control 
ad \'t lCates increased. J \1St tw11 d:-�rs 
after the F .. -\.S. issue;l its stateme!�t, 
Richard J. Barnet, who :;cr\'ed in the 
:\rms Control and Disarm:unent 
:\c:enc\" in the Kennetk .-\dministra
tit�l. tlesc.:ribed the trt.;at�· in an aniclt: 
in the \Vashin!!tnn Post as "soml'thin� 
to stir tht: he;;ns of gc-neral�. dden�:: 

contractors, and ;;enators fnJr.l �tatL"S 
brimming \\.'ith milit:tr\' n.::SL"I"Y:ninns 
and arm� plants. )! His r;mc verg:L·d on 
tht.: contemptutlll:;: 

The 100-pa�e treary. \\·hich rca.!� like 
th� �r�l-.pl:'ct\1� ior ;1 rn•Hl j.;;�Ut". i . .;; �lt'ithl'!" 
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disarmament nor arms control but an 
exercise in joint arms management. The 
treaty has secured the acquiescence of the 
military in both countries because it rati
fies the huge weapons-acquisition pro
grams both are pushing. 

In the fall issue of F orCign Policy, 
Leslie H. Gelb began an essay on the 
future of arms control with the blunt 
assertion "Arn1s control has essen
tially failed." He had a friendly word 
for SALT II, which is perhaps not sur
prising, for, as a director of the Bureau 
of Politico-Military Affairs from 1977 
to 1979, he had had the principal re
sponsibility in the Department of Stat<> 
for conduct of the negotiations once 
the Carter Administration came to of
lice. But he concluded that in the 
main the process had not worked. 

Only a few weeks ago, the Times, 
with what measure of irony one can
not say, called for ratification by de
claring, "SALT II is a sound agreement 
that will confine the nuclear arms race 
to specified channels." It is perhaps not 
fair-minded to press the images of edi
torialists too far, but it may be noted 
that when a diffused flow is forced into 
a confined channel the result is accel
eration. Whatever became of arms 
control? 

AT each stage. of the SALT negotia
tions, and with �ach new agree

ment, the nuclear fo.r.ces on both sides 
have increased. Those of the Soviets 
have increased faster than those of the 
United States, but this trend was pres
ent prior to SALT, \Vhen the talks 
were first proposed, in 196 i, the So
viets had nine hundred nuclear war
heads. They have some five thousand 
today. At the expiration of the SALT 
ll treaty in 1985, it is now estimated, 
they will have roughly twelve thou
sand. During that period, the number 
of United States warheads will grow, 
from the present nine thousand two 
hundred, to about twelve thousand 
also. By 1985, the Soviets will have 
four warheads for every county in the 
United States, and the United States 
will have four warheads for every ray
on, a comparable unit of government 
in the Soviet Union. But the Su•1et ( warheads in total will ha,·e more than 

'-,three times the megatonnage of the 
American warheads . .-\!though it is pos
sible that these rates of growth would 
be greater without the treaties� it is also 
possible that they would be lower. 

At the hearin2"5 concerning our 
ability to verify th';, Russians' c�mpli
ance with the treaty, men of formida
bie learning and experience, some pas
sionate, some detacheJ., carne before 
the Intelligence Committee to argue 
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the probabilities and the difficulties of 
verification, but alwars in the context 
of ever-increasing S�viet numhers. It 
came to me that, with numbers so 
great, verification couldn't much mat
;er. Suppose that by foul duplicity, corn
pounded by American incompetence, 
the number of Russian warheads in
creased in the years immediately ahead 
from five thousand to thirteen thou
sand, rather than to only twelve. If 
.1n addirionaJ thousand mattered, sure
ly an additional seven thousand mat
tered more. \Ve!l, not necessarily
only if the increase provided the So
viets some special edge. But they would 
have an edge on megatonnage in either 
event. Indeed, they alread\" have that 
edge. There was something unreal 
about our inquiry. The possibility that 
the Soviets might increase their nu
clear forces at- a race greater than 
agreed to was an object of much con
cern, but almost no heed was being 
paid to the fact that both they and 
(now) we are roaring ahead in an 
arms race, and using the treaty as an 
argument for doing so. 

\\'as this "the bureaucratic mind at 
work"! Preoccupied with predictabil
ity, hut scarcely at all distressed when 
what seems predictable is disaster' In 
part, yes. The Arms Control and Dis
armament Agency has been in place 
for almost two decades now, and may 
he assumed to he as committed to rhe 
SALT process as the Bureau of Rec
lamation is to irrigation, and process 
can become sufficient unto itself. Jay 
F arrester, at M.I.T., has contributed 
the playful maxim that with respect to 
complex social problems intuitive solu
tions are :tlmost invariably wrong. 
Among the intuitive and the severely 
logical alike, what is happening is 
known as a vicious circle. 

There was, in any event, a more 
portentous paradox to be resolved, and 
as the Intellill:ence Committee hearings 
droned on ,;;y· attention drifted aw;y 
from verification toward the subject of 
doctrine. The SALT process has its 
premise in the doctrine of deterrence. 
The MX missile is incompatible with 
the doctrine of deterrence. It is, as 
its advocates in the Administration like 
to say, a "hard-target-kill counter
force weapon." But the strategic doc
trine of deterrence specifically precludes 
either side from obtaining counter
force weapons. How, then, could we 
be building the missile that undermines 
the doctrine in order to sustain the 
\loctrine � 

A paradox/ Yes, and the makings 
also of tragedv beyond human dimen
sion. I had best be out with it directly. 
Deterrence wag a st".J!lning intellec�ual 
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achievement. It "solved" the seeming
ly insoluble problem of how to control 
the use of nuclear weapons. But it was 
flawed and has been undone by the 
intuitive but wrong assumption that the 
Soviets would see the logic of our solu
tion and do as we did. Especially that 
they would see the meaninglessness of 
Strategic "superiority. n 

As no othor subject, strategic-arms 
doctrine has been the realm of the in
tellectual and the academic. This is 
military doctrine, to be sure, but it has 
never, in this nation, been formulated 
by military men. It began with the_ 
physicists who created the weapons
men such as J. Robert Oppenheimer, 
Hans Bethe, and Leo Szilard-who 
were then joined by other physicists 
and scientists, and also by social sci
entists. These latter-men such as Al
bert \Vohlstetter, Herman Kahn, Fred 
C� Ikle, Alain C. Enthoven, Henry 
Rowen, and Henry Kis.�nger--came to 
be known collectively as "defense intel
lectuals." Thev moved in and out of 
\V ashington, b.ut in the main they kept 
to their campuses and think tanks, or 
almost always returned to them, where 
their task, in Kahn's phrase, was 
"thinkine: about the unthinkable." In
deed, th�y have been something of :1 

caste apart, even in academia. Oppen
heimer at Alamogordo as the first 
atomic bomb exploded-"! am become 
death, the shatterer of worlds"-gives 
something of the aura of it. They ate at 
their own tables in the faculty clubs, 
and held seminars to which few were 
invited. The\' met with Ru>sians when 
few others did. 

And they developed the doctrine of 
deterrence-a doctrine of weapon use 
of which the first premise was that the 
weapon must never be used first, and 
of which the principal object was that 
it never be used at all. The nuclear 
power was to deploy its forces so that 
if attacked it could attack back, in
flicting assured destruction on. the party 
that had attacked in the first place. 
This capacity could be achieved by a 
fairly limited number of missiles aimed 
at the cities of the potential adversary. 
Only two developments could under
mine the doctrine. If the adversary de
veloped and deployed a defensive weap
on-an ABl\1-that could protect his 
cities, then his destruction would not 
be assured and he could become ag
gressive and threatening. Or if the 
adversary possessed an offensive weap
on that could destroy the missile force 
aimed at his cities-which is to say a 
councerforce weapon-then, also, his 
destruction could not be assured and 
he could become aggressive and threat
ening. SALT I blocked the first devel-
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·opmem. SALT II seems destined to in
sure the second. 

This has come about, in the main, 
because the Russians did not keep 10 
our rules. There has been nothing aca
demic about their strategic doctrine, or 
at least not that we know of. They ap
pear to have just gone plodding on, 
building bigger and bener weapons, 
until, by an incremental process, they 
are on the point of being able to 
wipe out American land-based mis
siles--a coumerforce ability. At one 
level, this achievement has been spec
tacular; at another, less so. For all 
the sophistication involved, nuclear 
weapons 10day are still nothing more 
than improved versions of the V-2 
rocket with an atom .bomb on top. But 
the improvements have reached the 
point where the doctrine that was 10 
prevent their use has evidently been 
utterly undone. It had been the hope 
of the early arms-control negotia10rs 
that we would teach the Soviets our 
doctrine and they would abide by it. 
If there was something patronizing 
in the notion of "raising the Russians' 
learning curve/' as the phrase went, 
there was also much respect in the 
belief that once we had come to the 
correct solution of a complex prob
lem they could be brought to see that 
we were indeed correct. These were 
serious American academics, who held 
their Russian counterparts in full re
gard. But the enterprise failed. And 
why 1 Because the Russian situation is 
not" our situation, the Russian experi
ence not our experience. If intellect 
must fail, let it fail nobly; and it is in 
nobly re jeering the notion of failure 
that intellect fails most often. 

Perhaps that is too strong. To state 
that an enterprise has failed is to sug
gest that it might have succeeded. Yet 
from the outset this has somehow 
seemed improbable. Let it be said for 
the postwar strategic nuclear theorists 
that they were not intimidated by their 
subject, nor immobilized by it. Thev 
did not shrink from action in the face 
of an incredible new dimension of war. 

The influence of the theorists was 
to be seen early on, when the United 
States government, in I 9-+6, proposed 
to turn its atomic bombs over to the 
United Nations--a proposal that the 
Soviet Union blocked. Then, for a pe
riod, the theorists receded from influ
ence as the United States, with the only 
Strategic nuclear force around, adopted, 
or said it had adopted, a policy of "mas
sive retaliation," \.\.·hich contemplated 
rhe use of. nuclear weapons in response 
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the late nin.:teen-riiries, howeYer, the 
So\o·iers commenced to have a strategic 
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nuclear force of their own, where_upon 
the true issue was joined: How to face 
an adversary with the same powers of 
destruction r 

In one respect, this was an issue as 
old as the airborne bomb---a develop
ment recognized as revolutionary long 
before it became so. George Quester, 
in his fascinating book '7Deterrence 
Before Hiroshima," has traced the 
"prehistory" of nuclear deterrence. 
In 1899, the First Hague Conference 
banned bombing from balloons, but 
the Germans went ahead even so to de
velop the first strategic bombing force, 
using dirigibles, while the British may be 
said to have prepared for them with a 
theory. In a study, "Aircraft in ·\Var
fare," published in 1916, a British math
ematician, F. \V. Lanchester, offered 
a quite contemporary notion of what 
we think of as ihe nuclear-deterrent: 

A repris�l to be effective must be de· 
livered with promptitude like the riposte 
of a skilled fencer. A reprisal which is 
too long delayed possesses no moral 
weight and has every appearance of an 
itidependent act of aggression; it may 
even plausibly be given as an excuse for a 
subsequent repetition of the original of· 
fence .... The power of reprisal and the 
knowledge that the means oi reprisal 
exists wlll ever be a far greater deterrent 
than any pseudo-legal document. 

There was much discussion in the 
pre-nuclear era _of the utility of attack
ing cities, of the ability to defend cities, Give The Apple Of Your Eye 
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ten in 1914, \Vinston Churchill- re
vealed himself a firm advocate of what 
would be known as ''counterforce." 
"The great defence against aerial men
ace," he wrote then, "is to attack the 
enemy's aircraft as near as possible to 
their point of departure." However, , �· 

perhaps because the opportunity was so 
new, most thinking concentrated on at
tacking cities. ' 

( 
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In this respect, the outlines of an 
enduring argument were apparent well 
before the technology itself was at 
hand. lt was in the Second \Vorld 
\Var that technology created oppor
tunities to implement speculation. 
\Vhat to do with a strategic bombing 
force? \Vhat to do with emerging mis
sile forcesi \Ve now know from the 
United States Strategic Bombing Sur
\'e)', conducted at the war's end, that 
the bombing of German cities was less 
effective in--weakening Germany than 
was thought at the time. \Ve also 
know that Hitler's V-2 rockets might 
have had- significant impact if, instead 
of being used as terror weapons against 
city populations, they had been used 
against the Channel ports-�the stag
ing areas for the Allied offensive into 
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the Continent-which is where some 
of the German generals wanted to 
send them. 

Consideration of these issues in the 
nuclear era was surely colored by the 
use of the atomic bomb against Hiro
shima and Nagasaki, in what current 
theorists would call a "countervalue" 
mode. Sn awesome was the scale of 
destruction from what, by today's 
standards, was a small bomb that the 
destruction of whole countries could 
now he envisioned. Had the distinction 
between military and civilian targets 
disappeared? It was this possibility, im
mobilizing to many, that brought forth 
the doctrine of deterrence. The prob
lem for the United States, as earlier 
it had been for Great Britain, was to 
d<ter aggression. \Ve were the great 
power, with no need or desire to attack 
others but wishing to avoid being at
tacked. \Ve had not succeeded With 
Germany and Japan. But the nuclear 
weapon suggested that the power of 
retaliation had become awesome in

NOVEMDER 19, 19 7 9 

deed-enou!!h to inhibit anv would-be tf--'-'-'--'---'--'-'---'--'--'--'--'-..::.:.-'1'; 
aggre;,or w'lio had any se'nse of the 
realities involved. Not only awesome 
but capable, in Lanchester's words, of 
being "delivered with promptiwde," in 
contrast to the long buildup that had 
been required for American forces be
fore they could he effectively used in 
the Second \Vnrld \Var. 

Albert \Vohlstetter conceived the 
"second strike" as the key concept of 
deterrence. This is to say, the nuclear 
riposte. If an enemv strikes, you will 
strike back with devastatin!! conse
quences. In addition, \Vohlst�tter of
fered two crucial insights. There is an 
essential requirement .._for the invulner
ability of one's ability to strike back. 
The design of strategic forces and their 
emplacement has to insure this. But it 
is also the case that this can never be 
insured once and for all. A uy force be
comes vulnerable over time, especially 
if an adversarY is working hard at 
making it so. Hence, there. can be no 
final deterrent. 

It was \Vohlstetter's insights that 
made defense planners aware, in the 
late nineteen-fifties, that the bombers 
of the Strategic Air Command were 
becoming vul;,erable to Soviet attack. 
\Vhen the Russians had few warheads 
and no missiles, two dozen dispersed 
SAC bases were secure enough. But as 
Soviet capabilities grew in th� nineteen
fifties the airplanes became vulnerable. 
[n response, however, from 1962 to 
196 i the United States deployed a 
thousand Minuteman missiles in the 
Midwest in ''h:udened" silos--that is 
to say, in launchers dug deep and 
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heavih• protected. This was then an in
vulnerable second-strike force. But soon 
enough this invulnerability was in 
doubt. Not only did the Soviets acquire 
more missiles and more warheads, 
which was predictable, but an unpre
dictably rapid rise in accuracy also took 
place. Missiles once meant to hit within 
miles of a target now possessed accu
racies prescrihed in hundreds of yards. 
Hardened silos could be destroyed. 

.\nother technology was also heing 
developed-that of destroving missiles 
in flie:ht with an anti-ballisti� missile. 
\Vhe;eupon the issue of ddensc arose. 
Essential to the doctrint:' of deterrence 
was that neither side have anv defense. 
In effect, each side exchanged hostages, 
whose lives thereafter depended on 
their side's good beha1ior. The Rus
si:ms were given American cities, to .be 
destrn\·cd instantlv if the United States 
launcl�ed a nucle-ar att;1ck on Russi:�. 
'This was our guarantee to thl! Russians 
that we would not bunch such an at
tack. l�he Russians were deemed to 
have 2"iven us their cities. But now 
there ;.as talk of hede:ine:. It seemed 
rhe Russians might b� developing a 
means to defend themselves against in
coming missiles, much as anti-aircraft 
defens�s were developed in an earlier 
period .. -\BM -systems arc highly tech
nical in design but sitnple enough in 
concept. One bullet shoots down anoth
er bullet. But if the sntems worked if 
our second strike di�l not assure ;he 
destruction l)f Soviet cities, then the 
Soviets could contemplate a first strike, 
and deterrence would fail. In this sce
nario, the nation that ddtnds its cities 
C;tn strike first, knowing that its cities 
arc' no longer hostage. In another 
scen:uio, the nation watching this de
tense being built strikes first: hdnre it 
has lost its hostage. This is how SAlT 

began. 

T
HEY are not impersonal intellec
tuals who made these calculations. 

Some are intense and committed a:-o 
few men of the age. But to share 
their passion it is necess.1r�· to enter 
their logic. \Vhat do you mean, one 
could ask, when \'OU sav that we must 
not defend ourselves b�causc if we du 
our enemy will attack' The problem 
of public pc rccption was not great in 
the nineteen-sixties . .-\. dcfen:�cc srs
tem-a \\.'illin2:ncss to lea\·c diffic-ult 
decisions to cxPcrtS-\Vhich h:hl been 
in pbce since th� homh was built, con
tinued undisturbed. But then h�res\' 
appeared in th!.! midst of the close-km:t 
:uul almost closed communin· of �?X· 

pens. Some hcgan to talk or' defl'nse. 
or "damage limiratitJn," as it ,, .. ..-�r.; 
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termed. If damage limitation was po:-
sible, how could it be foregone; \Vohl
stcttcr talkt:tl of ddendin'2: the missik 
sires. The logic was imp;ccahk. The 
:\ir Force, undersrandahlv, was wor
ried ahour the \'Ulncrab.ilin· of our 
:\'linutemen, and with a siraighrfor
ward military logic proposed to double 
their number: with more tare:ets, a So
viet first strike would h;l\'e l�ss chance 
of wiping out au r second strik�. But 
\\.'ith twice as man\' }Jinutemcn the 
United States coulcf target the Soviets' 
missiles as wdl as citit:s,� and so reduce 
their capacity for a retaliatory strike. 
Doctrine has it that, ziven available 
technology, two warh�ads must he 
aimed at a silo to have a s:aisfactorv 
probabilirv of a "kill." Giwn the num·
ber' of s�\;et missiles at the time, one 
thousand single-warhead Minutemen 
could not he �ounted on ttl "take out, 
the Soviet strike for.::c, hut rwo thou
sand could. (There is the ever-present 
problem of "fratricid�-'," wht:rchy thl· 
first warhead to land destroys its 
mate-hut l!Ot)llf!h. ,J It was our dor
rrinc to deny mu�cl�'eS any such cap�IC
ity, lest the s.,viets undersrandahh- be
come alarmed. Better to keep to the 
one thousand, but to defend them. Not 
so, s.1id others, most cspecia.ll�· Robert 
S. McNamara, the Secretary of Dc
fcnsl'. If we Jefend annhing-, dw lil-
mand will spread to ·defe�d every
thing. 

J�hn Newhouse begins "Cold 
Dawn," his account of SALT 1, which 
originally app.:ar.:d in rhis magazint-, 
by likening the debate to the disputa
tions of the Church Fathers: 

So much of the substance and vocabu · 

lary of SALT are at least as remote from 
realiry, as most of us perceive it. {as early 
Christian exegesis . ... :\:; in the case of 
the early Church, contending schools form 
around antagonistic S[fategic concepts. 
The must relev:un oi these are kno\\·n as 
assured destruction and Jam;1ge limita
tion, and each can claim broad support 
and intellectual resprctabiliry. Debates 
bet"•:een the two schools rec11ll those be
tween the ThomisB and the essentially 
Franciscan followers of Duns Sco[Us. 
The Thomists prevailed, as have the pro
ponents of assured destruction, who as
sert. for examp[t, that ballistic-missile 
defense of population is immoral because 
ir may degrade your adversary"s ability 
to destroy your own cities in a second 
strike. His contidencc undermined, he 
might then be tempted in a crisis to strike 
pre-empti\·ely: in short, knowing you are 
ctfe�ti\·ely protected from his second
strike assault and fearing your intentions, 
hf' may choose to strike tirst. Thus. s.ra
bility, a rrulr divine ::;!:Oal in the nudear 
age, becomes the product oi secure sec
ond-strike nuclear offenses on both sides. 

This is the first thin!! to know abom 
5.-'.LT: The decision t� propose talks, 
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and the first agreements, constituted a 
victory for a specific doctrine-"as
sured destruction." It was even then a 
contested doctrine and gave signs of 
how vulnerable it might be to ideologi
cal attack in the form of caricature. In 
1969, Donald Brennan, of the Hud
son Institute, labelled it "mutual as
sured destruction," so that the acro
nym "MAD" came, into play, like some 
new weapons system all its own. But 
even earlier, in the 1964 film "Dr. 
Strangelove," Stanley Kubrick had car
icatured a proposal of Herman Kahn, 
"the doomsday machine," which would 
automatically produce a second strike, 
so that the victim of a first strike could 
never hesitate to retaliate and decide 
instead to surrender. Making a second 
strike inevitable in order to prevent a 
first strike was eminently logical, but 
its proponents could also be made to 
seem crazy, like the mad scientist in 
Kubrick's film-a caricature which 
suggested that because so many of the 
defense intellectuals were German, 
their thinking must also be Teutonical
ly rigid. 

Looking back, it seems clear that the 
urgency with which the Americans 
approached the Russians in the hope of 
obtaining an arms agreement that 
would protect the assured-desmiction 
doctrine arose as much out of concern 
to secure the doctrine in American 
strategic policy as to introduce it to the 
strategjc policy of the Soviet Union. If 
it could be codified in an agreement 
with the Soviets which committed both 
sides, then the argument at home 
would be more secure. For· good or 
ill, attacks on MAD had about them a 
quality of the political left. If the Rus
sians could be shown to have the same 
dispassionate view of nuclear realities, 
this might mollify such opposition in 
the United States. Of course, if Amer
icans of both left and right persuasions 
would argue later on that assured de
struction is a strategy that places ex
ceptional reliance on the good faith and 
good judgment of quite unreliable 
adversaries, the ad,·ersaries could well 
remark that this was our idea, not 
theirs. 
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But there was also a technological 
imperative. In the middle nineteen-six
ties, the Soviets began to deploy their 
own missiles in hardened silos, which 
over time might give them a second
strike capability, and e\·en a first-strike 
capability, to destroy U.S. land-!::ased 
missiles in a surprise attack. No great 
technological feats were involved-just 

I a steady creep of numbers, size, and ac- L.::=========================:::::;:=:::::::J curacy. Planners in the Pentagon and 
defense intellectuals began to talk of '"£5'miH '""'R""""""" � 
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defenses that would preserve our sec
ond strike. \Vohlstetter advocated an 
ABM defense of the Minutemen. But 
doctrine decreed that this, too, would be 
destabilizing. Once an anti-ballistic-mis
sile defense was perfected, the tempta
tion to use it to defend cities as well as 
missile silos would grow. And the oth
er side could never be sure that we 
weren't planning to do exactly that, as 
quickly as possible, at a time of our 
own choosing. 

The decision point came on Decem
ber 6, 1966--"the precise beginning 
of SALT," as Newhouse has it-at a 
meeting between McNamara and 
Lyndon Johnson, in Austin, Texas. 
Instead of going forward with an 
ABM system, as proposed by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, McNamara urged that 
a decision be put off until the State De
partment could explore with Moscow 
the idea of talks on limiting strategic 
arms. 
. In these events, as· in others, Mc
Namara emerges as a man of deep 
feeling and utter integrity, but almost 
too much of the latter. A Captain Vere 
without serenity. It was his judgment 
that assured destruction required an 
ability to destroy twenty to twenty-five 
per cent of the Soviet population and 
fifty per cent of its industrial capacity 
in a retaliatory strike. He also judged 
that the Soviets must be convinced that 
they could do as much damage to the 
United States if it fell to them to re
taliate. Hence, there must be no Amer
ican missile defense. In a speech at 
Ann Arbor, in 1962, he had questioned 
the prudence, even the morality, of 
such a targeting doctrine, but there
after he put qualms behind him and 
did his duty. He held unllinchingly to 
the proposition that deterrence "means 
the certainty of suicide to the aggres
sor." Through the nineteen-sixties, 
pressure grew for the United States to 
develop modern heavy missiles, as the 
Soviets had done, or to double the Min
uteman force. He successfully blocked 
each effort, asserting, in 196 7, when 
the United States had five thousand 
warheads, that this number was "both 
greater than we had originally planned 
and in fact more than we require., Ht! 
repeatedly warned against the "mad 
momentum intrinsic to ... all new nu
clear weaponry,, adding, "If a weapon 
system works--and works well-there 
is strong pressure from many directions 
to procure and deploy the weapon out 
of � pr?,porrion to the prudent level 
requ�red. 

In June, 196 i, seven months after 
the meeting in Austin, Soviet P.rime 
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Minister Alexei Kosygin arrived in 
Glassboro, New Jersey, for a summit 
meeting with President Johnson, Dean 
Rusk, who was Secretary of State at 
that time, later recalled for Newhouse 
that the Americans tackled Kosygin in 
a "go for broke fashion." The Rus
sians, naturally, wondered what we 
were up to. \Vhen told of the dangers 
of the ABM, Kosygin replied, in effect, 
"How can you expect me to tell the 
Russian people they can't defend them
selves against your rockets?" This sure
ly is a recognizable political instinct. At 
about this time, Senator Richard Rus
sell was saying that if there was a nu
clear war and only two persons sur
vived he wanted them both to be 
Americans. 

A year later, on June 24, 1968, the 
Senate voted funds for the deployment 
of an ABM system known as Sentinel, 
which had been developed but not put 
in service. Three days later, Soviet For
tign Minister Andrei Gromyko an
nounced that his government was ready 
to begin negotiations. Roger P. Labrie, 
of the American Enterprise Institute 
for Public Policy Research, writes that 
"SALT, like all previous attempts at ne
gotiating limitations on nuclear weap
ons, stemmed from the interaction of 
new weapon programs with prevailing 
strategic concepts." 

Then the Russians invaded Czecho
slovakia. The first SALT talk, scheduled 
for September 30, 1968, was put off, 
and before the atmosphere hJd cleared 
Richard Nixon had succeeded Lyndon 
Johnson. But the two Presidents dif
fered little in strategic doctrine. Nixon, 
if anything, was the more concerned 
with the nuclear race. Finally, the talks 
began. Kissinger took over. SALT I 
signed. 

W
HAT was SALT I? 
ment was reached that neither 

side would deploy a general ABM de
fense. This was a success, surely-at 
least for doctrine. There would be 
litrle defense against strategic missiles. 
(Each parry was to be allowed two 
truncated ABM sires, but no more.) 
Second, the Soviets obtained agree
ment to nuclear parity with the Unit
ed States. This was a large achieve
ment for them, in both sy�bolic and 
real terms, but one that doctrine al
lowed the United States to concede. 
:\t the time the SALT process began, 
McNamara calculated that the United 
Scates had a three- or four-to-one ad
vantage in number of warheads, which 
he co�sidered the true measure of nu
clt:ar power. But tht: doctrine of as
sured destruction minimizes the ques-
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tion of advantage. A.s long as tht: sec
ond strike is de\�astating, i; is sufficient. 
Superiorlt�·. in this p�.;rspective, loses its 
mc�ning. In July, 197+, afta the 
SALT I I negotiations h�d begun, Kissin
ger rc:sponded to a question in a press 
cuuference thus: "\Vhat in the name of 
God is strategic superiority� \Vhat is 
the significance of it ... at these ]�vel� 
of rHi�Ocrsf" After a point, numb�rs 
meant nothing-to us. 

Tlu.: dnctr�e of assured destruction 
holds th:u the curve relating numbers 
of \\'eapons to strat�gic power flattens 
out at a fairlv ear1\' st:tge. 1t mar or 
mav not be ci1ance ·that �his stage. was 
see;t to have been reached at- about 
the numher and extent of the we ap
ons S\'Stcms the United States alreadv 
had in the mid-sixties. In 19i I, tW;> 
of the most gifted and experience�} 
<lefensc intellectu�ls, Alain Enthovcn · 

and K. \Vame Smith (the former 
an official of. the Ken ned,: and 1 ohn
:-nn :\dministrations, th� latte

.
r an 

official of the :"ixon Administration), 
\\'rotc in their book "How 1vluch .is 
Ennughf ": 

The main reason for stopping- at 1,000 
:\linuteman missiles. �I Polaris subma
rines and some 500 strategic bombers is 

. that having more would not be worth 
the additional cost. These force levels 
are sufficiently high to put the United 
Srates on th·e ·'' A at uf the cun·e." 

It rna�· be said th�t this judgment 
was reached at a time when the at
mosphere of the Vietnam \Var made it 
poindess to consider anv incre:1sc:s. 
Even so, there should he .no question 
that the view was sincerely hdd. 

· 

.\gain, looking back, it seems cl�ar 
that this doctrinal consideration took 
the edge orf the .-\mcrican disappoint
m�:nt that SALT I diJ not provide for 
anv real arms reduction. '[he United 
St;�tcs h:;u! hoped to put a freeze on the 
d�velnpmcnt nf any further heavy mis
siles, \\'ith their greater capacity to 
knock out an encm�·'s ability tn retali
ate ah�r a first strike. But the Russians 
were going ahe:td with both their SS-1 B 
and S-S-19, and there was no stopping 
them. [n ballistic-missile-flring suh
marines, the Russians were aCCI�rdcd :1 

numerical ad\·anrage of sixt\'-two tn 

our fnny-fnur to ";ompensate." for the 
greater di:::tances their undenvater craft 
:vould han: to travel to be on :'-ration. 
As noted above, they soon �quippcJ 
these submarines with a longer-rangt: 
missile. wiping our tht:ir di�:�.dvantag-e, 
:-tnd thus coming out J.heaJ nf whc.:rt: 
tht:y had hecn. ff \\'e were Jispnsc:d w 

ch:nk rh.at :;uch margins didn't maner, 
de.: a rl �- t!1c Russian; were not. 'The 
c· nit.::\i Stares verr mu..:h hop�d t�� oh- 1 
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tain ilgreement that neither side would 
dcplo�� a mohile intercontinental hal
listie missile-e.g., the :'vi X-hut noth
ing came of this: 

Tht.: great and dt:hiliwrine: failure 
of SALT -I, hnwe\'er, is that i; did not 
produce :�n�· agn:emt:'nt hcrwccn ·r]H:· 
rwn ll<ltinns nn srr:n�.:g:ic (lnctrinc. It 
might have sc�.:mcd that it did, and 
cc;rainl_r :\merican::> hoped that it did. 
hut it did not. This failure was made 
clear in Tuh·, 19i2-two months after 
the trc�n· 

. 
was signed-b,- \ Villiam 

R. Van Clca,·e, a p�litical s�icntist who 
has sc-r\'ed as :tn aJviS< r to the SALT 
<ideg-arion. In tcsrimnn\· hcfore a Sen
ate 

"'"
suhcnmmittee he:1.�{1.'1l b,- HenrY 

M. Jackson, Van Cleave made a poit;t 
that it was time: some political scientist 
made: 

The li .S. arms-control communi tv has 
11lwars had an academic character �nJ a 
hyper.rationali!\tic appr(Jach to arms con· 
trol that assumes arms control to he an 
intellectual prohlem rather than a politi
cal one. 

Van Cle:n·e was critical of the "�a
e:erncss" of the American negotiators 
for an agreemcni that, he felt, led 
them r<peatedh- to change positions. 
He was scornful of the belief, as he 
saw it, that we and the Soviets shared 
:-tn overriding common goal of strategic 
stahilit�· as dc>tin�d h�· :\mt'rican strate
gic and arms-control concepts. 'fhc 
over-all e\'idenct', he said, "is persuasive 
that the Soviet leaders do not share our 
assurcd-destniction do�trine. That the�· 
tlo is an unsuppnnahlc notion." 

\ Vhat doctrine did the Soviets es
pouser This seemed evident enough to 
V;m Ch::n·�: "l"hc So\·iets-in c-ontrast 
to th� United Stares-ha\·c seen the 
strall..'gic-force balance as an expression 
of political puwcr." It had heen iVlc
;\';unar:-t"s \'lew, and ir per:-isred, "that 
the: strategic-force halance had no im
portant political meaning." \Vhat�ver 
the c;1�c, it was cl1.:'.1r t(� Van Clt:avc 
that the Soviets thought nrherwise. Tu 
ha\'C the power to blow up the world 
three times was to han: more pow�r 
than did he who could hlow it up nn!.r 
twice. The Soviet militan· seemed to 
ha \·e :1 simple notion tha

-
t more \.'l.·as 

h ... ·ttcr than kss. Then: were, :u the 
\'CIT J�ast, those among them v . .:ho were 
prePared to rhink of�nuclear wars as 
\.\·innahll.:'. in tht? sense that nne sidr 
wouid !.'merge better off than the other. 
'l'his snn nf thinking:, nf cours-e, is in
comp;aihk with the dnctrin� nf :15-
:'ured destruction. 

Th� Sn,·iet Union's miliwry \\:ere, 
in am· cn::nt. n:-n· much in control. 
Strare

.
gic dnctrint: in the Sn\·iet Union 

i:; not 
-

m:ull: h.v professors. [n his hnok 

�. 
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"My Country and the \Vorld," Andrei 
D. Sakharov, the Russian physicist, re
counts an event in 195 5 in Siberia, 
where he had successfully tested a So
viet hydrogen bomb: 

The evening after the test, at a pri
vate banquet attended only by the officials 
in charge of the tests, I proposed a toast 
that "our handiwork would never ex
plode over cities." The director of the 
tests, a high-ranking general, felt obliged 
to respond with a parable. Its gist was 
that the scientists' job is to improve a 
weapon; how it is used is none of their 
business. 

The American negotiators of SALT 1 
were to learn early on just how firmly 
the Soviet military were in charge 
when they found that they knew more 
about Soviet strategic forces than did 
their Soviet civilian counterparts. Mili
tary secrets are not widely shared in 
the Soviet Union, and at one point in 
the negotiations a Russian general sug
gested to an American that it wasn't 
necessary to talk about such matters 
in the presence of-whatr-unautho
rized listeners I Soviet military plans 
were not, in anr significant measure, 
subject-to negotiation with Americans 
or anyone else. In consequence, the 
Americans returned home to face a sec
ond negotiation with their own mili
tary. \Vhat seems to happen in SALT 
talks is that when negotiators have, in 
effect, agreed with the military forces 
of another nation that those forces 
should be increased they are almost re
quired to return and agree with their 
own military forces that their forces 
should be increased also. It is a matter 
of relationships. If the Russians were 
building a Caribbean · fleet, and the 
United States was either ignoring this 
or else snarling and snapping and 
threatening, American admirals, while 
they would certainly be urging a Baltic 
fleet or some such countermeasure. 
could nonetheless be told to stay out of 
the argument and leave foreign. affairs 
to the President. But once the Presi
dent had agreed .,.;th the Soviets that 
it was quite accepta�le for them to ha>·e 
a flotilla in the Caribbean he simply 
would not be in a position to tell his 
own admirals that thev would be al
lowed no compensatory increases. He 
could, of course, but he would. be dis
credited as a man who preferred the 
interests of other people's military to 
his own. In a situation where the So
viet military always insists on more,· 
the process will always end with the 
American military insisting on more as 
well. 

One display Secretary Brown brought 
to the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee last July con{pared the Poseidon 
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missile, now deployed in the Poseidon 
nuclear submarines, with the Trident 
missile that has been designed for the 
new Trident submarines, the fi�t of 
which wtU go to sea sometime next 
year. Secretary Brown's display ticked 
off the revelant information: 

TRIDENT !MPROVBMBNTS OvER PossmoN 
• \Veight-15% greater 
* Fuel-advanced technology, more ef

ficient 
* Accuracy-71 more accurat� at same 

range 
* Range-twice as great 
• Explosive power-twice as great 

Those who follow weaponry would 
have noted that the new missile, with 
far more destructive power,· is none
theless about the same size as its prede
cessor. In fact, Trident I missiles can be 
fitted in the launchers of the Poseidon 
submarine. (This·is now being done, 
with the result that our submarine fleet 
will have much greater megatonnage 
in its warheads even before the new 
Tridents begin to be commissioned.) 

As one thought connects to another, 
I found my attention drifting away 
fro·m Secretary Brown's exhibit and 
back to a sunny June day in 1977, my 
fi�t year in the Senate, with many 
thine:s still unfamiliar. The Navy was 
laun-;;hing a new submarine, the U .S.S. 
New York City-the first wa�hip ever 
named for our town-and I had been 
asked to speak at the ceremonies in the 
shipyard of the Electric · Boat company, 
in Groton, Connecticut, where it was 
to be launched. I had done a spell in 
the Navv at the end of the Second 
\Vorld \Var, and shipyards were famil
iar. But as the official party walked 
.along to the ways where the modest 
New York City awaited us, a never 
equalled leviathan hove in sight. There, 
broadside to the river-for it would 
fair stretch to the opposite bank if 
launched in the conventional man
ner-was the hull of the fi�t Trident 
submarine. There has never been such· 
a thing, and anyone who has been to 
sea would know it, My U.S.S: Quiri� 
nus, 40-mm. gun mounts and all, 
could have been taken on board as a 
ship's launch. James R. Schlesinger, 
then Secretary of Energy, was walking 
beside me. He had been Secretarv of 
Defense _during the period ·when' the 
Trident program was getting under 
way, and he recalled expressing. mis
givings about it, saying that the boats 
were too big, too vulnerable-that 
smaller ones would have done better. 
\Vhat had posse"ed us; I asked. It was 
the price of SALT I, he replied. 

And so an American buildup of sorts 
commenced, ending the long freeze of 

never feel ho-mesick in Den11UWk. 
give Americans Jhe warmesJ wel

comes. They even celebr!Jie july 4:h wiJh 
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the late nineteen-sixties. But we hadn't 
our heart in it; we just did it. \V e nev
er admitted to ourselves that the Rus
sians did not accept deterrence as doc
trine; that, unless stopped by the most 

·forceful intervention, they would build 
unn1 they achieved superiority. They 
might, for example, have been told in 
1969 that this would be a wholly un
attainable goal.. That we would out
spend 'them two to one. That we would 
still be spending when they were bank
rupt. But this was a threat we could 
not make, even though, ironically, it is 
one we could have carried out. I fear 
that those may turn out to have been 
the days when the peace of the world 
was irretrievably lost. 

THEY did not seem so. Nixon 
deeply desired that a SALT ll 

agreement-a. permanent treaty this 
time-would put an end to increases 
in nuclear weapons and p·ossibly bring 
about actual decreases. But he fell, and 
negotiations made no progress in that 
direction under President Ford, al
though he, too, was altogether· com
mitted to the process. Then came the 
new Carter team, including many old 
faces from the Johnson years. They 
were hopeful, even exhilarated by the 
opportunity they now had, and they 
moved quickly with a bold proposal. 

In March, 1977,· the Carter Ad
ministration, in the person of Cyrus 
Vance, who had been Deputy Secre
tary of Defense under Johnson and 
was now Secretary of State, proposed 
to Moscow a significant reduction in 
nuclear weapons� This Comprehensi,·e 
Proposal would hO\·e reduced the num
ber of launchers for �!IRVs {multiple 
independently targetable reentry ve
hicles) from I ,320, which had emerged 
as the lowest level the Soviets would 
accept, to between I, I 00 .and I ,200, 
with a separate sublimit of 550 on the 
number of MIRVed ICBMs, the most 
accurate and worrisome kind. (A 
�!IRVed missile has more than one 
warhead, each of which can be inde
pendently aimed at a different target. 
As the "bus" travels through -space, it 
ejects first one warhead, then another, 
in different trajectories and at differ
ent velocities.) Five hundred and fifty 
is the number of M!R\'ed ICBMs the 
United States has deployed. 

Paul Nitze, who has been officially 
involved in arms negotiations under 
Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, and 
Nixon (there are not many qualified 
persons in this field, and careers show 
greater durability than in any other 
field of policy), has testified that 
Vance's 1977 proposal offered the So-
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viers .'.'complete assurance against :my 
significant counterforce threat from 
the United States." But the Russians 
abruptly turned it down. Gromyko was 
scarcely polite. He all but suggested 
that to propose to the Soviets that they 
reduce strategic arms was an insult. 
(To be sure, his actual remarks were 
addressed to the suddenness with which 
the proposal was m�de.) In any event, 
with significant reductions dismissed, 
the S}\L T II negotiations proceeded to 

a wan conclusion, the basic numbers 
almost unchanged after two and a half 
years of negotiations by� the· new team. 
At Vladivostok, in 19H, President 
Ford and General Secretary Brezhnev 
had agreed that each party should have 
2,400 strategic nuclear delivery vehi" 
cles (missiles and bombers), with a 
sublimit of I ,320 �IIRVed misSJ1es plus 
bombers capable of carrying cruise mis
siles. (A cruise missile is essentiallv a 
pilotless plane. Unlike a ballistic �is
sile-which simply goes where it has 
been aimed, like a bullet-a cruise 
missile can be directed in flight.) SALT 
II reduces this over-all limit to 2,250 
by 1981, but without any conse
quence. The Soviets_ will scrap some 
antiquated missiles they have probably 
kept around only for bargaining pur
poses. \V e will hold on to our B-5 2s
planes that are now as old as the pilots 
who fly them. SALT II limits the num
ber of warheads per �IIRVed ICBM, 
but each side is to be permitted an en
tirely new ICBM and to improve its 
existing ones within limits that may 
or may not permit' fundamental ad
vances. There are no limitations of 
significance. 

Once again, a second negotiation 
took place back in \Vashington. The 
result was the MX. Recall that a prin
cipal American objective in SALT I was 
to prevent the Soviets from building any 
more heavy missiles. which they pro
ceeded to do regardless. Again, no re
duction in modern heavy missiles could 
be agreed to; thus SALT 11 provided 
that the Soviets should continue to 
have 308. and we should continue to 
have none. Opponents of SALT II make 
much of this "imbalance." But, as Am
bassador Ralph Earle II, chairman of 
the American dele��:ation to SALT, told 
the Senate F orei��:n� Relations Commit
tee in July, the MX, while not a heavy 
missile, does ha\'e as much "equivalent 
effectiveness as Soviet heavy lCBMs." 
In a word, the MX is a counterforce 
missile. :\nd that is what the issue has 
been from the fi;,t, The U nired Stares 
would nO\.\' do what we vowed we 
would never do. And so SALT II pro
duced precisely the ad,·ance in counter-
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force Wl'aponr_r which SALT I had 
hl_)pl'd to pre\'l"llt. Spokesml'll for thl' 
Cartci- :\dministration hee:an to stres� 
that the cnruent nf the � n�aty really 
didn't matter much, that it was the 
process that had to he: preserv�J. 

Rut if the process meant an�·thing, it 
had to he one that protected assured 
dl'strucrion as a srratce:ic doctrine. l"ht· 
proposal to go :d1ealT with thl' :'vi X 
implied that we oursdvcs Wl're aban
doning that tloctrine. Of co�:::.c, hv 
1979 ..... assured destruction was a I read�· 

in ideological danger in it� own sanc
tuaries. Ne\\:hnuse, likening much of 
the Jeh.1te in the nineteen-sixties to 
earlier debates about heresv, also notes 
that heresies somehow nc-vt'r die out. 
Howe,·cr much orthodoX\' alwars as
�(rtecl itself in tht! end,

' 
YlcN;mar.a 

continu�d to have doubts. In 196+, 
kss than two \'ears after his Ann :\r
hor speech, h� declared in a Defemc 
Department "posture statement" that 
"a damage-limiting stratcgr appears to 
he the most pr.1...:tical .1ml dfl'ctin· 
cuurse for us to fo11ow." Such a strat
l"Z\' would involve tr\'ine: to Jl:strm· 
�j�;nc- of an adversarv's 

.
mi;silt's in onlt'

.
r 

that his retaliatory Strik� would not he 
so devastating. ( ()f course, implicit in 
this concept is the possibilitv that the 
United States might, after all, strike 
tirst-in resP.onSt.\ for t'X:tmple, to a So
viet invasion of Europe.) At this timt'� 
United States missiles WL"n: prcsumahly 
aimed at Russian cities. McNamara 
acknowledged that a damage-limitin�r 
qratcgy w�uld require gre:�tt.:"r forrl'� 
than tht: "cities onlv" str:-ttl'g\·, hut ht· 
Llwught it would h� worth i�,' l."Spt'cial
ly with a Chinese nuclear force cnming 
on line. In 1966, he appeared to favor 
an anti-Chinese .-\BM 5\'Stem. Thi> 
would he a "thin'' S\'Stem, Jesie:nt·d tn 
deft:nd ;tgainst onh- � few missil;s. 1--ht· 
Russians ow would k�ow that such a sy�
tem was not directed against their large 
and growing force, simpl�· hccause 

-
it 

would nffer no effecrivt: defense. Tht' 
proposal is worthy nf note as an ..:x
ample of logic producing illogic. The 
fl'asoning that led to the decision was 
A.awless,

--
save th:n the Chinese haJ no 

missilt:s. ivlcNamara soon enough re
canted. In the middle of the vi;,mam 
\ Var, he could scared\· ask for mort.> 
nuclear weapons. hut his dt�uhts w�:rc 
nn ft'Cord. He was not alone. 

In the spring of 196X. just as the 
;:-i_-\LT t:tlks were ahnut to hcgin, H.u
old Brown, then SecretarY of the A.ir 
Force, to!J the Senate Preparedm:s:' 
S11hcommittee: 

f n addition to the basic deterrent ca· 

p:tbility, our measurement oi deterrence 
_,h,nlld include two r1the:- crire:-ia. le�s 
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central but still important: ( l) ratios of 
surviving population and industry must 
not be badly adverse to the United 
States, and (2) the surviving military 
balance should remain in our favor ... lf 
deterrence should fail. a favorable sur
\·iving military balance could make ir 

easier for us to negotiate an end to the 
"·ar and limit further damage to the 
lT nited States, 

At this time, Schlesinger, still at 
Rand, commenced to argue that the 
United States could not allow the So
viets to develop an "asymmetric ca
pacity against us." That is to say, they 
should not h.we a counterforce capa
hility greater than our own. For either 
<ide to have such a capacity would be 
lata! to the doctrine of assured destruc
tion, properly construed; for both to 
have it would be doublv fatal. Schles
inger persisted, and in i 973, as Secre
tan• of Defense, he proposed that the 
United States develop a "heavy throw
wci!!ht" missile to offset Soviet devel
op.,;ents. This missile became the MX. 

More to the point, in the course of 
the nineteen-seventies Pentagon offi
cials began to talk openly of targeting 
Soviet military facilities in terms of 
"limited strat�gic options." The Tri
dent II missile, to be deploved aboard 
the giant submarine, would verge upon 
a counterforce capability. (Submarine
launched missiles are sull not as ac
curate as land-based missiles. Thus, 
while rhey are fully effective in an 
assured-destruction mode-they can �e 
sure of hittin!! Lenin!(rad. for exam
ple-they are -less so i� a counterforce 
mode, where the target is a hole in the 
zround ten or fiftee,; feet in diameter, 
;equiring that a warhead land within 
several hundred feet or so in order to 
"kill.") Nothing dramatic hv wav of 
a great debate ;nding in a b.reak �th 
pr�vious policy occurr';,d. Rather, as the 
SO\·iets crept toward a first-strike ca
p:thilitv, A.meric:::m strarezic d�>ctrine 
slowly changed also. Thi� was never 
rc�ll); ackn;;-wledged, except in the 
edginess and growing anxiety of" those 
who could sense the drift of events but 
could not arrest them. 

An episode in the fall of 1976 re
vealed the depths nf this anxietr. Once 
each ve:1 r, the intdlieence communi tv 
produ"ces the Natio�al Intelligenc� 
Estimate, known locally as the N .I.E . 
. ·\ measure of gn1mbiing began about 
the relative optimism concerning Soviet 
intentions .1nd kept being repeated. Leo 
Cherne, of the President's Foreign 
fntelligence .-\dvisorv Board, had the 
inspired notion to �et up competing 
teams, one to defend the official esti
mate and one to challeng-e it. Geor�re 
Bush, as Director of the Central !nt;l-
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ligcnce Agenc�·, had the self-L·onfi
dc.::nce and good grace to agree. ·rhe 
exL·rcisc wc�t for�· ani and-was con
duded. The B Team made a powerful 
case-more: :;o than had heen anrici
patc-d. In October, word of the exer
cise leaked; in December, the Timt's 
reported the results. The B Team, 
headed h1• Richard Pipes, of Harvard, 
had come tn the conclusion that the 
Russi01ns wCrc ::.crking strategic su
periority. 

The indignation in \Vashington was 
palpahle. 'The very suggestion was 
greeted with horror, as will happen 
when a <loctrine grows rigid. The B 
'Team memhers were ne:u to anathe
matized. Thcv had been invited to 
challenge the conventional wisdnm, 
hut the�· had made too good a case. 
Senator. Malcolm \Vallnp -suhsequentlr 
ohscrn·d: 

\Vhile consciously refusing to entertain 
the Soviets' own conception of what they 
are about militarilv, the authors of the 
i\IE's O\"er the veai-s have evaluated So
vier: sn:tr:egic fo

.
rces using indexes n·hich 

tend r:o stress our own doctrine of :O.tr\0. 

The 1976 N.LE., \Vallnp noted, did 
mention that the Soviets seem to think 
in terms of ahi1itv to win nuclear wars. 
Ne,·erthelcss, rh.e �stimatcs continued 
to interpret both U nit<cl States and So
viet forces according to the criterion of 
a.ssurc-d destruction. But how could this 
interpretation be reconciled with Soviet 
conduct; By 1976, they were (as 1he1· 
;till are) spending twelve to fourteen 
per cent of their gross national product 
nn defense-the si�rn, if the nineteen
thirties offer an\' e�·idt'nce, of a coun
try planning to. gn to war. "Bureau
cratic inertia'' was an explanation put 
forth, and it could well he the ri!!ht 
one. although "momentum" might-he 
the better ... term. But after a ... point 
larger pnssihilities had to he confronted. 
In his 1978 annual n:port as Secretary 
of Defense, Brown said that because of 
"a subswnrial and conrinuin�r Soviet 
strategic effort," the strareglc- halance 
"is highly d�·narnic." Although puzzle-d 
:1s to "why the So\·lc::ts arc pushing so 
hard �<� im�,

rove their strateJic nuclear 
c:tpahJlJties, he nott'd that we cannot 
ignore their dlorts or assume that the\' 
<�rc motivated hy consideration eithe-r 
of altruism or of pure d�tern.:ncc." 
Then, in M���·, 1979, in the com
mencement address <H Annapolis. 
Bro\\'11 asst:rted that Moscow had lnncz 
:-;nughr: to threaten American land: 
has;J missiles and would prnhahlr he 
ahle to achi!.!ve this capahility in. the 
L·ark nineteen-eighties. [n an :malvsis 
of �he! spt'ech, Rich;trd Bun� of .tilt.: 
Timn. a forrnidahly wdl informed 
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:tnd well ,,:onnecteJ journalist. offcrL'tl 
the judgment that Brown had ac
cqncd the B T t:am's analrsis . 

. \s perspectjves on s;n•ict C"OIHJUC( 
hegan to change, Americ:tn conduct 
1-lf.�·gan to he seen in different light also. 
\ \(ls it the case that the Sovi;ts were 
"catching up,� \V t:"re we "falling he
hind"� It must he understood that 
thl'sc were new questions. In the M...:
N:-�mara era, it had been assumcJ that 
.-\mt'ri..:an strategic superiorir�- \'.·as as 
certain a:;; was the \':tlidity· of .-\mcric:m 
strategic doctrine. But now it hcgan 
to he noted that while the Unitetl 
Stat<s h udget for strategic arms h01l 
hccn level f.,r a decade a�d a half, that 
of the Soviets had continuell to tiSt·. 
[n rough t�rms-:--ther can unlr he 
that-tl�e Soviets sin�e 196S .have 
hccn outspending the U nitt:ll Smte5 in 
strategic forces h�· a margin of two w 

one. Dr. Pc:rrr repon�d to the For
t:ie:n Rdations Committee that current 
U-nited St:ttes spending on str:Hegi..: 
fc,rces is ah•mt $12 hillicm a rear, whih.· 
tht: Soviets spend on the nr�ler of $25 
hill inn . ( More reccnth·, the Arms 
Control and Di�'lrmamt;nt :\gl'llC\' re
ported that the Sn\·iet Unio; sp�nt a 
total of $1-tO hillion nn all its armed 
forces in 197 i-almost one-third (1f 
all militarr spendine in the wnrld. The 
United States sp�nt $1 0 I billion. 
\Vohlstcttcr calculates that :\mcric<ln 
strategic spending, in constant Jnllars, 
artuallr peaked hack in fiscal 1952.) 
The· Soviet huildup has been stead\· 
o\'ef a gl'nt'ratinn nnw, kaJing :1;1 
anns-contrnl expert from the K�:nnedr 
era to n:mark reccntlr th:u if tht: fa·
miliar man from :V1ar� were to he prL·
St"ntcd with a chan showing the ri� nf 
Soviet weaponry nvcr the

-
past thn.:e 

d..:cadt::s and tolJ that somewhere dur
ing that period an arm=--limitation 
agr�:::t:m(."'nt was signed With the U nitt:d 
Statl"S, tht: visitor would be quite un
able to pick the vear. 

The res•.dt is. to he seen in numhers 
nf warhcaJs. If plotteJ,  it woul<l he 
s�t:n that the Soviet curve has het.:n 
steeper for some time now-up from a 

more than live-to-one disadvantage in 
196 i to less than rwo-to-onc t�tla\·. 
on to parit�· in 1985 and ro superiori�y 
tiH.·reaftcr, if the trends persist . 

Number nf warheads, ho\\.'C\'er, is 
not tiH:' nnl�· ml:'aSure of nuclc:ar pow
cr. Size :natters. anJ accuracv matter.:; 
l"\·t:n more. It is nnt a qUt::stio

.
n of pro

it:rting a time when the Suviets will 
iw \'L" �1ttained :stlperiorit�·; they ha \'e 
:drc:uk Jt ln e so. Iu this area, Nitze's 
\>tim:�i:c:; .1re imlispC"nsahl..:, hnth hc
ClUSl" tht:�· are his and l:lecausc tlw.r an: 
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public. In throwweight-the pounds 
of "payload" that can be sent aloft
Nitze estimates that the Soviets bv 
1977 had an advantage of 10.3 millio� 
pounds to the United States' 7.6 mil
lion, this being the effect of the Soviet 
heavy missiles. By 1985, he projects a 
widened gap: 14.5 million for the So
viets, eight million for the United 
States. The gap is even more dramatic 
in the critical category of explosive 
power-in what is called "equivalent 
megatonnage." Nitze gives the Sovirts 
a nearly three-to-one advantage for 
1977: 9,319 equivalent megatons for 
the Soviets, 3,256 for the United 
States. For 1985, he projects a slightly 
widened gap but not greatly increase<! 
amounts of megatonnage on either 
side. 

HO\V did this come about? As near 
an answer as we are likely to get 

is that a synergistic relationship devel
oped between the doctrine of assured 
destruction and the combined restraints 
on the United States impose�d · by the 
experience of Vietnam and the hopes 
aroused by detente. If this seems com
plicated, let it be . said that nothing 
simple is likely to explain how the 
world's most powerful military nation 
lost its advantage over an economically 
and technologically inferior competitor 
in the course of a decade-and with 
almost no one noticing. 

The doctrine of assured destruction·, 
as I have noted, holds that the curve 
relating numbers of weapons to stra
tegic power flattens out at a fairly early 
stage. One of the virtues of_ the as
sured-destruction doctrine was that it 
permitted the civilians in the Pentagon 
and in the Bureau of the Budget to 
form an estimate of what the militarv 
really needs. How many warheads, fdr 
example, were required. to insure that 
fifty per cent of the industrial capacity 
of the Soviet Union would be de
stroyed in a second strike! The doc
trin� fitted in surprisingly well with the 
management ethos that McNamara 
and others brought to defense issues. It 
suited even better the needs of the gov
ernment leaders of the later nineteen
sixties who, while seeking strategic
anTis limitations, were also waging war 
in Vietnam. Holding back expenditure 
in the strategic area eluded the fury 
that would have arisen had they pro
posed otherwise, and may have mod
erated opposition to the war. (An in
teresting aftermath: those most hit
ter abo�It the Vietnam policies of the 
Johnson era are today likely to be most 
supportive of the strategic policies put 
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in place by that Administration, while 
those who supported Johnson in Viet
nam are likely now to be suspicious of 
SALT.) 

These considerations were, if nnr
thing, even more intensive in Nixon's 
fir;t term. Certain defense intellectuals 
of the Johnson era began to assert that 
Soviet strategic behavior was basically 
imitative of ours-two apes on a trea.d
mill, as the image went---overlook
'.:1;;, presumably, that rhe fondest hope 
of the community in the early sixties 
was that Soviet behavior would be
come imitative. In any event, this 
was presented as an argument against 
increasing American forces. Then 
Nixon embarked on the policy of de
tente with the Soviets, which added 
further grounds for allowing United 
States force levels to remain frozen. 
And that is what happened. 

The irony of all this was nicely il
lustrated in an article in The New 
Republic, in August, 1979, by the 
journalist Morton Kondracke. At the 
end of July, Henry Kissinger had 
testified before the Foreign Relations 
Committee, declaring himself not so 

much opposed to SALT !!-he allowed 
he would have initialled. the treaty

in favor of great new military ex
penditures to prevent a further weak
ening of the United States of a sort 
that, he said, had brought about a 
"crisis situation threatening the peace 
of the world." Kondracke interpreted 
this as the familiar (although puzzling) 
charge that Democrats are somehow 
soft in these matter;, He seems to have 
taken the charge personally. In any 
event,. he retorted with some vehe-

According to Kissinger, when the US 
left Vietnam, the Republican administra
tion of which he was a part planned to 
build major new strategic weapons sys
tems: the B-1 bomber by 1981, the MX 
missile by 1983, the Trident submarine 
and missile by 1979, and various kinds of 
cruise missiles in the 1980s. These weap
ons would have reversed the trend 
toward Soviet superiority, "but every one 
of these programs has been canceled, de
lay�d. or stretched out by the current 
administration." 

Kissinger's version of history sc3rcely 
squares with the facts or with Pentagon 
figures. Far from trying to reverse the 
strategic doctrines of the Johnson ad
ministration. Kissinger and Presidem 
Nixon accepted them completely. The US 
land-based missile force was not in
creased by a single launcher during eight 
years oi Republican administration. In 
fact, the Nixon and Ford administrations 
...:ut back on strategic spending from the 
levels reached in the closing Johnson 
years. ] ohnson's last budget called for 
$22 billion in strategic outlays, but the 
Ford and · �i.\on administrations aver
aged SlO billion a y-ear. in comparable 
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dollars. Some cuts were imposed by Con
gress, but most were called for in Nixon
Ford budgets. It's true, few liberals were 
impressed when Republican officials 
boasted that they were continuously cut
ting defense spending, but they really 
were. 

All true enough. The Nixon-Ford 
years were a time of unprecedented 
increase in social spending, and of 
decline in military spending. Rather 
like the Hitchcock film in which the 
diamond is hidden iri the chandelier, 
this information was effectively con
cealed from the American people by 
publishing it in the budget. It may 
well prove that the historic mission (as 
Governor Jerry Brown might say) of 
the Carter Administration is to increase 
defense spending and cut social spend
ing. There is a mild law of opposites in 
American politics. Republicans fre
quently do what DemocratS promise, 
and the other way around. President 
Caner· was the most dovish of candi
dates in 1976, promising to cut the 
defense budget by five to seven billion 
dollars a year. Nothing of the sort hap
pened, however. Social spending was 
effectively frozen, but defense spend
ing began immediately to rise. In an 
address in \Vashing110n on September 
27th of this year, Zbigniew Brzezin
ski, Assistant to the President for Na
.tional Security Affairs, made a good 
deal of this: 

While our critics say they would have 
been strong for defense if they had re
mained in office, in fact, defense spend
ing in constant dollars declined in seven 
nf the eight yearS of the Nixon-Ford Ad
ministration. For the past decade, there 
has been a steady decline in the level of 
the defense budget in real dollar terms. 
We began ro reverse that trend in. the 
first three budgets of the Carter Admin
istration, and President ·carter is the first 
President since World War II to succeed 
in raising defense spending for three 
straight years in peacetime. 

Brzezinski was not just taking 
credit for increasing defense spending. 
He was asserting that .his Administra
tion, unlike its predecessors, was awake 
to the Soviet challenge. It has been a 
quiet development, this emergent chal
lenge. Those who espy ·some special 
cunning at work have a difficult case 
to make. The plain fact is, as Van 
Cleave testified in 19i2, that the So
viets never gave any indication that 
they accepted assured destruction as a 
strategic doctrine and would not seek 
nuclear superiority. How does the prov
erb goi The fox knows many things, 
the hedgehog knows one thing. The 
one thing their hedgehog generals 
seemed .to know is that more is better. 

1 So they kept getting more. In this 
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manner, the Soviets have acquired, or 
are about to acquire, a first-strike ca
pability against our land-based ICBMs. 
\Ve hope to do the same to theirs. Ev
erything the SALT process was designed 
to prevent has come about • 

. The Soviets did not do this by cheat
ing or hy startling technological break
throughs. They did it by the steady 
accumulation of more missiles. (an ad
ditional thousand in the course of the 
nineteen-seventies) with greater 2ccu· 
racy, and more warheads with greater 
explosive power. They aimed them, as 
evidently they have always done, at 
our silos--in violation, that is, of our 
doctrine that they should be aimed at 
our cities, so that they could retaliate 
with vast destruction in case we at
tacked first. They either now can or 
soon will be able to take out our silos, 
lea,ing the United States with a much 
reduced second-strike capability. Not 
enough, it is generally thought. Be
sides, Nitze writes, the Soviets now 
have a third and fourth strike-an 
ability to deter our retaliatory strike h\· 
threatening our surviving cities and 
population. If it is all unthinkable, the 
Soviets seem nonetheless to have been 
thinking about it. 

As have we. Heresy and recantation 
abound, and one of the more striking 
events o( the SALT II debate so far is 
that both Secretary Brown and Kis
singer appear to have joined Schlesin
ger. In his testimony before the For
eign Relations Committee on July 
II �h, Brown said that the Administra
tion's primar}• goal was maintaining es
sential equivalence with Moscow in nu
clear forces, but that to do it "we need 
to show the Soviets that they do not 
have an advantage in attacking military 
targets-that we, too, can do so." And 
he elaborated a bit, in response to a 
question from Senator George McGov
ern: "It is not a matter of us pushing 
the Soviets into. being able to destroy our 
silo-based missiles. Thev ha\'e gone that 
route." Brown stressed that the mobile 
MX missiles, in addition to being able 
to survive attack, had another attribute: 
"Because of their accuracy and their 
warhead capability they will be able to 
hit Soviet silos, and that will, indeed, 
give the Soviets a motive for going 
away from silo-based missiles." 

A month after testifying before the 
Foreign Relations Committee, Henry 
Kissinger spoke in Brussels at a meet
ing of military experts. As reported, he 
said he now believed that successive 
United States .-\.dministrations, includ
ing the Nixon and For d •. Administra
tio--ns, were wrong in t�inking they 
couid adequately protect the United 
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States and \Vestern Europe against 
Soviet attack with a strategic nuclear 
force primarily designed to wipe out 
Russian cities and factories rather than 
to strike at missile silos and other mili
tary targets, The "policy of mutual as· 
sured destruction had created a "para· 
doxical world [in which] it is the lib· 
eral, humane, progressive commUnity 
that is advocating the most blood-thirsty 
strategies." It was absurd, he con
tinued, "to base the strategy of the 
\Vest on the credibility of the threat of 
mutual suicide." It was necessary for 
the United States to develop a new 
nuclear "counterforce capability" con· 
sisting of missiles designed to be used 
against military targets rather than 
civilian ones. 

Herein resides the final irony of 
the SALT process. Not only has it failed 
to prevent the Soviets from developing 
a first-strike capability; it now leads 
the United States to do so. The process 
has produced the one outcome it was 
designed to forestall. And so we see a 
poli;y in ruins. 

WHAT are we to do? First, we 
must try to get some agree· 

ment on what our situation is. Is it 
wrong to think that something of the 
sort is emerging? The \Vashington 
Post noted on August 1st; "Here it is 
barely midsummer, and a growing 
chorus of important voices (whose op
position had been most feared) is say· 
ing that the treaty itself is no villain, 
that its ratification is almost a matter 
of indifference, that the fundamental 
strategic problems that most concern 
them are in fact beyond the power of 
the treaty, as such, either to remedy 
or even make much worse." 

Jimmy Carter is the exception. On 
July 31st, the same day Kissinger tes· 
tified before the Foreign Relations 
Committee, the President declared, in 

Bardstown, Kentucky, that SALT II 
will "stop the Soviets' buildup." It will'':==============� 
not do anything of the sort. Nor does I 
anyone in the Carter Administration 
who is in a position to know argue any 
longer that it does. Last spring. and 
summer, the Joint Chiefs of Staif, tes
tifying before the Senate Armed Ser
vices Committee, were unanimous in 
their conclusion that Soviet strategic 
power, under the agreement, wm�ld 
expand beyond what it is now. At the 
July 11th meeting of the Foreign Re
lations Committee, the Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs,. General David C. 
Jones, said, "Some may conclude that 
the agreement, by itself, will arrest the 
verv dan�?erous ad verse trends in So
viet strat;gic forces, including current 
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and projected qualitative improve
ments. This is simply nor the case." 
And later: "Similarly, the focus on 
constraining what the Soviets could do 
without a SALT agreement had ob
scured the more fundamental recog
nition of what they have done, are 
doing, and can do within the SALT 

framework." The director of the Arms 
Control and Disarmament Agency, 
George M. Seignious II, has stated 
that the Soviets will continue to en
gage in a "relentless" strategic-arms 
buildup with or without the SALT II 

treaty. 
\V e can hope that the President now 

knows he has been wrong. If this is 
so, we can hope he will say so. The 
SALT II treaty is in trouble, because 
many senators feel it has been misrep
resented. A profound change could 
take place if the President were simply 
to say that it is a chilling agreement 
but the best he could get,.and that it is .:_�··;<,·,, ·.· :;;· 

in our interests only if SALT lii brings .,sendfiu�ur oo:p<igeGifl s'oo�:i.Dh.:· 
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much-that we are at most slowine: 
the race-things.could be different. if 
he does nor, there is no alterna[ive save 
to oppose him on the facts, and try to 
develop a national policy without him. 
This is not easily done witlz a Presi

dent engaged. But, in my view, it must 
be done. For those in charge of Ameri
can strategic policy-i;cluding the 
President, whether or not he has 
thought it through-are now advocat
ing a course of action which, if suc
cessful, will bring about the very nu
clear face-off that not ten years ago 
was unhesitantlv defined as the worst
case condition. 'This is to say that the 
United States and the Soviet Union 
will be confronting each other know

One of the world's 
leading resort hotels 

is in Vermont 
, With the elegance of a European estate and 

the warmth of a Vermont inn, the Easr's 
finest downhill and cross-country skiing. 
indoor tennis, award-winning dining and 
accommodations. 

TOPNOTQI 
fJ1t\ AT STOWE 

Mobii4·Star HRI � Rt::lc1is e1 ChaTeau��: 
Box !260Y. Stowe, VT 05672 8021253-8585 

ing that both have the capacity to at- COUNTRY COTTON 
tack and destrov-the other's land-based CO:RDi1:ROY 
missile forces, �nd can do so in fony
five minutes. 
If still further irony is desired, it 

mav be noted that, in the most explicit 
way, American behavior has turned 
out to be imitative of the Smiets. This 
was implicit in the aftermath of SALT I, 

when the Trident submarine and the 

B-1 bomber were a�reed to. But these 
weapons were :t[ le�t compatible with' 
an assured-destruction doctrine. The 
price of SALT II, negotiated within the 
.
·
\dministration before the treatv was 

even signed, was the MX missilc.
'
Fror.l l ========--...;_ ____ ..; 
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the time Schlesinger first proposed it, 
it has been understood that the MX is 
a counterforce missile. In other words, 
after only two rounds of negotiations, 
acquiring a counterforce capaciry has 
become the condition of salvaging the 
very negotiations that were begun with 
the object of preventing either side 
from obtaining a counterforce capociry. 

In any event, the world is sure 
to be different for the United States, 
and considerably less secure. \Vithin 
months, the Soviet Union will haw 
the capacity to destroy the Minutemen, 
our land-based deterrent. These ore 
the missiles that were meant to deter 
tlie Soviets from initiating any nuclear 
exchange. Following such a first strike 
by the Soviets, an American President 
could send in bombers and launch our 
submarine missiles. No one can esti
mate the horror that would follow in 
the Soviet Union and then, of course, 
in the United States. It may be that 
this prospect will be sufficient to deter 

.the Soviets from launching a first 
strike, whatever the degree of provo
cation or panic. But is there reason to 
suppose that nuclear superioriry will 
have no effect on their international 
behavior? Certainly men such as Nitze 
think otherwise. He writes: 

To some of us who lived through the 
Berlin crisis in 1961, the Cuban crisis in 
1962, or the Middle East crisis in 1973. 
the last and key judgment in this chain oi 
reasoning-that an adverse shift in the 
strategic n-uclear ·balance ,,;u have no 
political or diplomatic conseqUences� 
comes as a shock.. In the Berlin crisis of 
1961 our theater position was clearly un
favorable; we relied entirely on our stra
tegic nuclear superiority to face down 
Chairman Khrushchev's ultimatum. In 
Cuba, the Soviet Union faced a position 
of both theater inferiority and strategic 
inferiority; they withdrew the missiles 
they were deploying. In the 1973 :'diddle 
East crisis, the theater and the strategic 
nuclear balances were more balanced i 
both sides Compromised. 

It is hard to see what factors in the 
future are apr: to disconnect international 
politics and diplomacy from the under
lying real power balances. The nuclear 
balance is only one element in the over
all power balance. Bur: in the Soviet view, 
it is the fulcrum upon which all other 
levers of influence-military, economic. 
or political-rest. 

· 

In any international crisis seriously 
raising the prospect that the military 
arms of the uniteJ States and of the 
USSR might become engaged in active 
and direct confrontation, those directing 
U.S. and Soviet policy would have to give 
the most serioUs attention to the relative 
strategic nuclear capabilities of the two 
sides. 

Unequal accommodation to the Soviet 
Union would then have resulted not in 
coOperation and peace but in forced with
drawal. 

I: has been 'cid that the 50\iets have 
learned to live with American nuclear 

Ask 
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·something special ... uclusively for people 
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accepted. 
Accommodation 
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is reflected in all our rooms. suites and 
apartments; fully air conditioned. set amongst 
beautiful suh·tropical gardens. A really 
distinguished world of comfort. 
Gastronomy 
Gregorio Oamarcro our Chef. is responsibl: 
for the four gourmet restaurants of 
Los Monteros. finest French and Spanish 
specialities. And our restauranl staff is famous 
for its service. 
Golf . 
Los Monteros has a private IS hole (par 72) 
Golf Course. a luxurious Club House and 
resident pro .. the world famous Angel Miguel. 
Tennis 
10 all weather couns {two noodlit). Club 
House, 5 squash courts. Jnd tennis «ace» 
Lew Hoad Js its man<�ger. 
Beach Club 
La CabJne. a prh·ate beach. swimming pools 
(one indoor temperature controlled) and 
fabulous gourmet buffet. An exclusive •in• 
place to enjoy •our• sun. 
Riding 
Pri\'ate stables and Club House. Ride our 
Andalusian thoroughbreds in the foothills of 
the Sierra Blanca. 

The Hotel Los Monleros is for people just 
like you. 

losa(monteros 
Tet. {l2l 77 17 00- Tdex: 110;9 
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supenonty and that we can learn lo 
live with theirs. 1\o douht we can. Bur 
will anyone assert that in such circum
stances we will not be living different-
11- i And if one is drawn -to the un
happy conclusion that the SALT process 
has not limited the number of weapons 
in the United States and the Soviet 
Union, what are we to think about the 
nature of world politics when ·many 
nations possess -the nuclear weapon r 
\Vhat will be their \iews--rhe \iews 
of India, Pakistan, South Korea, Israel, 
South Africa, Libya, Argentina, Bra
zil, perhaps others--on deterrence, as
sured destruction, and the rest1 Kis
singer suggests that once the present 
sta_te of affairs is understood-, "panic'' 
will spread through the world. 

of power, it seems to me, was the de
ployment of m R \"s--a term first used 
in public in 196 7. Packing a number 
of warheads on each missile no doubt 
seemed an elegant and economical solu
tion to the problems that the Johnson 
:\dministration faced. (In the United 
States, de,·elopment of MIRV began in 
1965. The first flight tests· took place 
on Aueust 16, 1968. The first Soviet 
tesr to;k place five years later, in Au
gust, !9i3.) But it profoundly trans
formed the significance of the Sm'iets' 
huge rockets, with their tremendous 
rhrowweight. Once the Soviets could 
install MIR\"s, they were bound to .. be 
"ahead." As viewed· in hindsight, it 
might h.-·e been perceived that the 
��� R\" technology would work ulti
mately to the Soviet advantage. If it 
were the case that the American in
terest in �IIR\' was related to a desire 
to overcome a putative ABM system 
in Russia, the elimination of ABM 
should have argued simultaneously for 
the elimination· of mRV as well. But 
this assuredly did not happen. So long 
as no one had a defense, deterrence 
doctrine rended to ignore the prolifera
tion of offensive weapons. 

· In what sense, it is asked, do rhe 
Soviet heavy missiles mean that the 
Soviets are "ahead"? This is the ques
tion with which adherents to assured 
destruction automatically respond when 
the Soviet superiority is mentioned. 
President Carter, in his 1979 State 
of the Union Message, reported that 
"just one of our relatively invulner
able Poseidon submarines ... carries 
enough warheads to destroy e\·ery 
large and medium-sized city in 
Sm'iet Union." His proposal that the 
giant new mobile missiles be deployed on a race-track system was 
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m To produce wine grapes of 
a truly premium ll3rure, 
you must begin with a 
p r o p e r l y  cuab l i s h c d  
vineyard. W e  recently 

added 80 acres to our Sonoma Valley 
vineyard, a project that involved manJ 
steps over several months. 

We first cleared and conmured the 
land. Next we "ripped" or loosened the 
�il ro a dcp1h of 5 feet wilh a IJ2ctor and 
dcq>-roorhcd ripper. we· 
smoothed the surface by 
Wscing and 1hen dragging 
a heavy weight over the soil. 

. -�r 
A suneyor laid out a grid .of 96 foot 

squares and working within one square ar 
a time, we bid our a row every 12 feet 
with vines spaced 8 feet apan. Vine loca
tions were marked with dulk and a sake 

, driven ar each. 
Vines wc-rc planted by hand. the roots 

carefuUy spread and watered befun: cover
ing. The entire vine wa.s then covered by a 
mound of loose soil to prevent sun dam
age while young. Trellis wites were strung 

thtoughour the viney2rd to 
suppon future growth and 
finally we instaUcd a drip 
irrigation system. a majot 
project involving construc
tion of a new n:senoit. 

A new vi.ney3rd such as 
ours i.s.a lot of work, but if 
you're serious about consis
tent grape qU21ity. it's 
wonh cbe effon. 

lf you'd enjoy hearing 
more from the wine coun
try, please write for our free 
monthly newsletter. 

s.m J. Sctwriaru 
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openly a response to those who ques. 
· · \Thrilling: Athena: SlrJJPie�·ot lln�.·.witl'l a tion whether submarines alone provide 'thouaand.retlectione;·all from Daum..:..tne 

assured destruction. The TimeJ, on -���:n���':n����·;b,������i�����;�h
o
�. September II th, stated that "President collection catalogue. o:'STANLEY"COR-

Carter,s choice of a new basing sys-
· ��n�:�.��;:,.1��:ksf;7�ci�'R•ver Road. 

tern to make American missiles mo
bile and invulnerable to surprise at
tack removes the only real obstacle 
to ratification of the SALT treaty." 
This is, of course, the Administration's 
view also ; as long as a second strike 
is assured, received strategic doctrine 
remains valid, and technicalities such 
as the size of an adversary's forces are 
not relevant- This is to say that if the 
Soviets are "ahead" merely in the sense 
that they have more, it just doesn't 
matter that. much. 

And what happens if we don't, in 
fact, build the MX? The deference 
structure that previously surrounded 
nuclear strategy is no more. (\Vho, 
reading this article, can remember 
noting that the Johnson Administration 
had decided to develop a multiple in
dependently targetable reentry vehi
cle?) In a nation where nuclear pow
er plants can no longer be built, does 
anyone seriously suppose that the gov
ernment can dig up Utah and Nevada 
to put in place our largest missiles 
without arousing passionate opposition, 
of which the statement of the Fed
eration of American Scientists is mere· 
ly a foretaste? The opposition to the· 
Alaska pipeline will be recalled; a key 
amendment protecting the pipeline 
from court challenges by environmen
talists passed the Senate by one vote. 
The Air Force has identified thirty
eight federal laws that could have 
be-aring on the MX and on the vast 
network of shelters that will have to be 
dug in Utah and Nevada in order to 
hide it. (This list st11l overlooks the 
\Vi!d, Free-Roaming Horse and Burro 
Act of 1971.) In \Vashington, it is all 
too plain that a considerable body of 
opinion is remaining muffled on the 
MX so as not to jeopardize SALT IT. 

Once SALT TI is adopted, this opposi
tion will become open, and will find 
leadership in the political world from 
prominent, even dominant figures such 
as Governor Brown, who has opposed 
the MX with special intensity. 

If environmental obstacles fail, op
position will surely arise to the spend
ing involved. Indeed, it already has 
arisen. Early in the debate on SALT TI, 

it was reasonably safe to assume that 
there was a high correlation between 
support for the treaty and opposition to 
defense spending, The correlation was 
not perfect, but it was significant. 
Thus, on ] anuary 26th, s�n;tor Ed
ward M. Kennedy, a dependable critic 

with our 
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of military spending, said, in a detailed 

I statement fiercely attacking the Carter 
Administration's 1980 budget, "Only 
defense receives a real increase in fund
ing." He said these increases should be 
given the closest scrutiny: 

First. in the strategic field, we should 
not reorient our defense posture more 
to fight a nuclear war than to prevent it. 
\Ve should not develop weapons systems 1 
that increase the threat of nuclear war. 
We should not buy weapons to appease 
the opponents of SALT. 

Here our _number one concern ought to 
be the MX missile and its basing system. 
The Administration plans to spend nearly 
$1 billion in the FY 1979 Supplemental 
and the FY 1980 budget. This billion is 
but a foot in the door for many addi
tional billions. Even without cost ovex
runs, the system will cost us at least $30 
billion to build and deploy. 

The MX missile is highly accurate and 
devastating. It is so threatening to Soviet 
nuclear forces that it could tempt Soviet 
leaders to strike us first in a crisis. The 
result will be unparalleled destruction to 
both societies. 

But President Carter went ahead in 
any event. And then went beyond that. 
Carter had accepted increases in de
fense spending; he now began to ad
vocate them. Public-opinion polls 
showed that the strongest argument 
for SALT II was that it would improve 
our strategic position. The public felt 
strongly that we should not cut de
fense spending if there was a new 
SALT treaty, and many seemed to 
think the right course was to have 
both-SALT II and a bigger defense 
budget. \Vhatever the case, SALT II 

was- no more than signed when the 
President-"to the consternation. of 
liberals," as the political scientist \Vil
liam Schneider observes--began to ar
gue that the new treaty allows for high
er United States military spending in 
order to reach parity with the Soviet 
Union. More immediately, a number 
of senators, such as Sam N unn: began 
to state that they could not support any 
treatv unless there was such an increase 
in rn'ilitary spending. The Administra-
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tion agreed, and before long the SALT 

debate had produced what Richard 
Falk, of Princeton, who does not at all 
approve, has called"a mood of biparti
san militarism." Senator Ernest F. Hol
lings said: 

The SALT hearings did have a shock
ing effect on this Congress and on the 
people of the United States .... Rather 
than a disarmament arms limitation, we 
had, in contrast, rearmament he arings 
and a rearmament conference and a re
armament treaty between the American 
people and our leadership. 

,_ . .: 
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In the course of all this, the Senate 
doves of a sudden found themselves in 
a hawk trap. In !972, the SALT I 

ABM treaty passed easilr, by a vote 
of 88 to 2, but by the autumn of 1·979 
it was hard to count thirty-five votes 
for SALT II. If a resolution of ratifica
tion were to pass, a great many unde
cided votes would have to be obtained, 
and many of these set as their price an 
increase in defense spending. Senator 
Nunn called for a true increase of five 
per cent per year for the coming five
year period. On September 18th, the 
Senate, by an overwhelming 78-19 
vote, agree:d to a true increase of three 
per cent for the coming fiscal year. 
(Kennedy voted for the increase, and 
has come out in favor of development, 
but not deployment, of the MX.) 
Next, by a surprising 55-42 vote, a le�::::::::::::: 
fi've-per-cent true increase was agreed 
to for fiscal years 1981 and 1982. The 
1982 defense appropriation would be 
i� the neighborhood of $1 /0 billion. 
The total outlay for fiscal 1976 was 
$87.9 billion. 

� 
t 

A case can be made for this fall's in
creases. (I supported both.) . But not 
for the blindness with which the Ad
ministrarion and its supporters are go
ine: about it. The dominant mood in 
th� last Congress was to bring a halt 
to increases in federal spending. This 
culminated in an amendment to a tax
cut bill in 1978 which was sponsored 
by Senator Nunn and Senator Lawton 
Chiles, both Democrats. The amend
ment, which was passed by the Senate 
but failed of adoption in the House, 
would have required that total federal 
outlays as a proportion of the gross na
tional product decline by stated inter
vals from 21.5 per cent in 1979 to 
19.5 per cent in 1983. Very simply, if 
the country wants the over-all budget 
ceiling to come down and the mili
tary budget floor to rise, social spend
ing will be crushed . .-\ prettv price for 
an arms-limitation treaty that increases 
arms. 

Of course, ad vacates of social spend
ing <1re at !c:tst as influential as rhos�.· 
who want to see military outlays in-
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nautical gifts 
for Dad in time 
for Christmas 

FREE BRASS BELL WITH ANY 
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LIFEBOAT 
COMPASS Solid brass. 11 
working compass set 
in teak box with 
brass fittings. 
Glass top. 
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. von illuminated dial. Stands 20" 
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on board. 
Pair'S265 

MINIATURE DIVERS' HELMET Solid 
brass replica with exacting detail. 7Y," high, 
weighs 3)1; lbs. Miniature 
collectors will love it. A real $34.95 
conversation piece. 

te #4§#§($.� 
BRASS & TEAK TOWEL BAR Mount it 
as a towel bar or railing sec-
tion. Bar of teilk, brackets of $26.95 
solid brass. 18" bar std. Pair S49.95 
Longer add $.50 per inch. 

$195 

A REAL FOG HORN Solid 
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creased. The record over the decade, 
as Dr. Brzezinski's speech of Septem
ber 27th suggests, is that they are 
more powerful. There is every reason 
to think that once SALT II is ratified 
they will withdraw their support for 
the military increases, having realized 
what such costs-the defense budget 
would about double, to $25 0 billion 
by fiscal 1985-will mean to domestic 
outlays. There is room for much mis
understanding and not a little bitter
ness in all this. 

And if these pressures are not suf
ficient, the Soviets will surely launch 
a determined propaganda campaign. 
The MX, they will say-have said l
is contrary to the "spirit of SALT.'.' 

Those who supported SALT will be 
rallied to oppose this abandonment of 
SALT principles. In 1978, the Soviets 
demonstrated that they could reverse 
with relative ease the United _States' 
decision to deploy the neutron bomb-
the "capitalist" bomb that "destroyed 
people but not property." The MX 
missile ";ll certainly arouse yet fiercer 
passions. 

For two decades now, the doctrine 
of deterrence has led us to believe that 
strategic superiority doesn't matter. 
"\Vhat in the name of God is stra
tegic s·uperiority�" Kissinger asked. 
There is a simple answer. Strategic su
periority is the power to make other 
people do what you want them to do. 
Already, the Soviets, approaching a 
palpable strategic superiority, give signs 
that it is their intention to control our 
defense policv. The1· set out to block 
the deployment of the neutron bomb 
in- Europe, and they did. They evi
dently intend also to try to pre.·ent our 
deployment of intermediate-range Per
shing II missiles in Europe. They have 
given plain notice thai they will not 
permit the United States to deploy an 
MX missile that would in fact be an 
"invulnerable'' counrerforce weapon. 
In the best of circumstances, the mis
siles could not be in place until late in 
the nineteen-eighties. SALT 11, if rati
fied, expires in 1985. By then, the 
Soviets will know all there is to know 
about the capabilities of the new Amer
ican weapon. They know enough al
ready to be certain that it is a counter
force missile, and we do not pretend 
otherwise. It will have a combination 
of yield and accuracy that gives to each 
warhead a kill probabilin• against a So
viet silo without precedc:nt in our mis
sile force. In response, the Soviets need 
only sav that if we go ahead they will 
have to abandon the "fractionation'' l1arlnc�&:J\nflqiM:s 
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said that it is these limits which make 
the MX viable. If the SO\iets went 
to, say, thirty. warheads per missile, as 
the size of their heavy missiles per
mits, they would effectively have a 
first-strike capability against the MX. 
Tom \Vicker, writing in the Times, 
states: 

Without the limit of 10 warheads per 
missile ... the treaty would impose, the 
Soviets could put so many u·arhez....:-.., on 
their giant SS-18 missiles that not even 
the mobile MX missile system could be 
made safe. 

·This, alas, is not the likely "scenario." 
When the Soviets announce that they 
are increasing the number of warheads 
per missile, � they will be permitted 
to do once SALT II expires at the end 
of 1985, the President of the United 
States, whoever he is, will announce 
that in view of this Soviet action our 
reaction must be to double the size of 
the MX. \Vhereupon the Soviets will 
announce that they are putting mobile 
missiles on highways. (A trench system 
will be too expensive for them.) SALT 
II will have effectively brought an end 
not only to the hope of arms limitation 
but to the SALT process itself. 

I
S there no hope 1 There is some, if 

not much. We should be clear that 
we are in for a very bad time, and 
that the longer we put off recognizing 
our condition the worse it will be
come. It may just be possible to join 
hawk and dove, liberal and conserva
tive (hopeless, deceitful termsl) in 
recognizing that we have held to a 
strategic doctrine that cannot be sus
tained. It w�uld work only if the Rus
sians shared it, hut evidently they do 
not, and neither do a gra\\ing number 
of Americans. The ph1·sicist Freeman 
Dyson has argued most 1igorously that 
only defense weapons are moral in a 
nuclear world, making the nice point 
that we don't have such defenses in 
part because there is no elegance in 
their development. In his memoir, 
"Disturbing the. Universe," some of 
which originally appeared in this maga
zine, Dyson writes, "The intellectual 
arrogance of my profession must take 
a large share oi the blame. Defensive 
weapons do not spring, like the hydro
gen bomb, from the brains of brilliant 
professors of physics. Defensive weap
ons are developed laboriouslv by teams 
of engineers in industrial laboratories." 
Engineers! 

Dyson continues: 
:\'Iur:ual assured destruction is the 

strategy that has led the United States 
and the Soviet Union ro build enormou� 
offensive iorces of nuclear bombers ;mel 
missiles, sufficient to destroy r:he cities 
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a.nd lndustries of both countries rnanv 
cimes over, while deliberately denying 
both any possibility of a defense .... The 
basic idea of mutual assured destruction 
is that the certainty of retaliation will 
stop anybody from starting a nuclear 
war. 

Dyson is a bdiever in damage limi
tation: 

The ground on which I will take mv 
stand is a sharp moral distinction be. 
tween offense and defense. between of
fensive and defensive uses of an kind5 of 
weaPons. The distinction is often diffi
cult to make and is always subject to 
argument. But it is nonetheless real and 
essential. And at least its main implica
tions are clear. Bombers are bad. Fighter 
airplanes and anti-air<;raft missiles are 
good. Tanks are bad. Anti-tank missiles 
are good. Submarines are bad. Anti-sub
marine technology is good. Nuclear 
\\reapons are bad. Radar and sonar are 
good. Inter-continental missiles are bad. 
Anti-ballistic-missile systems are good. 

Just as Dyson's views were being 
published in The New Yorker, the 
political scientist Karl 0' Lessker was 
making almost precisely the same point 
in The American Spectator, an organ 
of pronounced conservative views: 

Older readers will recall that most 
notorious of all presidential campaign 
television commercials, the one in 19tH
that showed a little girl plucking the 
petalS from a daisy- while the voice-over 
recited the countdown to an .all-obliterat
ing nudear explosion. Paid for by the 
Democratic National Committee, ir was 
designed to impute to Senator Barry 
Goldwater a degTee of reckles5ness, bor
dering on insanity, that would, were ht" 
to be elected President, in all likelihood 
le;�-d to a nuclear holocaust killing tens 
of millions of little children around the 
world. The ghastly irony of that com
mercial is that at the very time it was 
receiving the personal approval of Presi
dent Johnson .. his own Secretary of De· 
fense, Robert NlcN amant. was fixing in 
concrete an American military strategy 
that had no options other than this na
tion's surrender or the indiscriminate 

I -sl:mghter of countless millions of civilians 
here and in the Soviet Union in a mili
taril}• pointless nuclear exchange. \Vhat · 
makes it all the more appalling is that/ 
the Russians, by contrast, were then elab
orating a strategy designed to gain vic
tory by destroying Western armed forces 
\\·hile minimizing civilian casualties: an 
application of classic Clausewitzian doc
trine .... 

It is this realitv that underlies the anti� 
,.fAD. anti-3ALT partisans' call for the 
development of city-protection systems, 
from fallout shelters to anti-ballistic mis
siles. And it is one of the sovereign 
ironies of our age that the proponents of 
-"'1AD have succeeded in portraying the 
anti·SALT camp as being indifferent to 
the horrors of nuclear war, while in point 
of iact it is ).IAD. and MAD alone, that 
postulates the nuclear annihilation of 
great cities as the logical culmination to 
international conRicc. 

Andrei Sakharov, a fen·em support
er of SA!... T 11, in a review of Dyson's 
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book in the \Vashington Post, made a 
similar point. Sakharov repeats Dyson's 
words "Somewhere between the gos
pel of nonviolence and the strategy 
of Mutual Assured Destruction there 
must be a middle ground on which 
reasonable people can stand-a ground 
that allows killing in self-defense but 
forbids the purposeless massacre of in
nocents., Sakharov then comments, 
"\Vith all my heart and soul, I sup
port this thesis," adding his agreement 
with George Kennan that first-strike 
nuclear weapons are both amoral 
in" the \Vest, can lead to, in c_,,,L .. --.. •
words, "dangerous complacency with 
regard to conventional weapons." (He 
refers to the decline of \\'estern con
ventional arms.) 

Moving and humane as such a com
ment may be, it ignores the fact that, 
in principle, assured destruction was 
not an offensive strategy. Cities would 
he levelled only as a response to ag
gression: the very terribleness of the 
response to aggression was supposed 
to prevent it. It were well that, before 
abandoning the doctrine, we remember 
why we adopted it in the first place. 
But that, in a way, is the _most telling 
point. It is hard to rememb�� just why 
we did it. As a set of ideas, deterrence 
theory was perhaps not very complex; 
but it was too complex. 

Political ideas must · be simple. 
\ Vhich is not to say they must be facile. 
To the contrary, the most profound 
propositions are often the simplest as 

well. \Vhitehead's rule to "seek sim
plicity and distrust it" is appropriate
ly cautionary, but he did first of all 
say: seek simplicity. Imagine explaining 
assured destruction to a rally. There 
was a time when no one had to do 
that, when the essential information 
was held in a few hands and a defer
ence system made it possible for de
cisions to be made without much being
questioned. That was the political sirua: 
rion in which assured destruction was 
adopted as national strategy. That 
situation no Ionge r exists. \ V e will 
never knowingly agree to start build
ing the MX merely as a bargaining chip, 
as some have suggested, intent on stop
ping as soon as a bargain is reached. 
A shift in American strategy to de
fensive modes that the Soviets could 
not think aggressive or destabilizing 
would now require an open debate on 
strategic doctrine of the kind we have 
not had. For whar it may suggest. 
let me note that after- a year's im
mersion in the subject I have no 
._;ew of my own, save the disposition 
to think that political ideas, in order 
to be viable, must be simple. Assured 
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destruction is the kind of idea that 
wins acceptance in a faculty seminar. 
I )a mage limit:uion, hv contrast, is in
stincri;e-the idea of defending oneself 
is easy to grasp. 

B
UT, above all, is it not possible to 

return to the simplicity of the 
idea that nuclear arms sho_uld. be con
trolled? \Vohlstetter has remarked of 
SALT that it is a problem posing as a 
solution. Part of the problem has been 
the attachment of the process of nego
tiation to the specific assumptions of a 
strategic doctrine that only one side 
entertained. Yet a further prohlem has 
arisen from the unreal notion that there 
is somehow a distinction between "stra
tegic" nuclear weapons and other kinds. 
The Pershine: II missile, which the 
United States- would like �A TO to de
ploy in \V estern Europe, is as much a 
strategi_s weapon as far as Britain and 
Holland are concerned as is the Tri
dent in the United States. Almost the 
hest rase for SALT II is that SALT Ill 
could engage the whole panoply of na
tion-busting nuclear arms. The United 
States and the Soviet Union today have 
far too many nuclear weapons. Thev 
ought not to have any . Yet while the 
other . does, both will. But need we 
have more and more 1 Need we sie:n 
treaties to legitimate an arms race that 
neither side might he willing shame
lesslv to go forward with unilaterally 1 

An agreement on principles accom
panving SALT rr asserts that it is the 
intention of the parties to achieve in 
SALT liT what are called "significant 
and substantial reductions in. the num
hers of strategic offensive arms." Bur 
already the Carter Administration
this s;rangely ambivalent Administra
tion whose pronouncements Senator 
Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., has de
scribed as "an antiphon�! chorus of 
hawk and dove"-has been warning 
us not to expect anything of the sort. 
Gdb, in his Foreign Policy article, 
noting that "many people in�ist that 
only through reductions can one 
achieve 'real arms control,' " warned 
against "a fascination with reductions., 
Not many weeks after the article ap
peared , this b<came a distinct Adminis
tration line. \Vhen the Foreign Rela
tions Committee began in mid:October 
to "mark up" the SALT II treaty� 
"highly placed" sources were all over 
Capitol Hill warning against the very 1 
thought that SALT !!! might produce I 
arms reduninns. Vernon _-\.. Guidry, : 
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says any new treaty will have to include 
reductions because they have come "to 
represent strategic seriousness." 

But as for making "deep cuts" the _test 
of any new agreement, he says, "we've 
got to get our arms control constituency 
thinking in a more sophisticated and ma
ture way about these things." 
· Gclb and other analysts point to the 

need to look more closely at elements 
within the over-all total of strategic 
weapons, such as agreements that would 
help keep missile submarines safe. 

Within government, thorough exami
nation of these questions has only recent
ly begun. There is no expectation of 
breakthrough negotiations next time. 
"The next SALT agreement will indeed 
be modest.'' said one knowledgeable Pen
tagon, official. 

Is it truly not possible to propose to 
the Soviets that some reductions be 
negotiated forthwith? So that 'the 

NOVEMDelt I 9 • I 9 

world, ourselves included, will know l!'l!l!'f�""'�!!!'l�����:;"j�� 
that the time is coming when the 

of our respective forces will 
at last begin to decline i And if the 
Russians refuse then at least we will 
know what we are in for. 

A senator can take refuge in what 
the body calls the "pending business." 
And that is the SALT II treaty. The 
debate over its ratification ought to be 
an opportunity for the illumination of 
our situation, an opportunity to. ex
amine the quality of the ideas that have 
brought us to our present pass. On Au
gust I st, I proposed an amendment to 
the treaty in the hope that it might 
prove clarifying. I have taken the lan
guage about "significant and substan
tial reductions in the numbers of stra
tegic offensive arms" from the Joint 
Statement of Principles and Basic 
Guidelines for Subsequent Negotiations 
which accompanies the treaty and in
serted it as the last paragraph of the 
treaty and specified that unless· such 
reductions are agreed to by December 
31, !981, the treaty terminates. 

This date corresponds to the period 
of a protocol accompanying the treaty 
which prohibits either side from de
ploying mobile ICBM launchers--an 
MX, for instance-or deploying sea
launched or ground-launched cruise 
missiles with a range in excess of six 
hundred kilometres, of the sort we 
now contemplate placing in \Vestern 
Europe. The Joint Statement of Prin
ciples provides that these issues will be 
discussed in SALT lll. But on October 
26th President Carter assured Senate 
Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd that 
he was utterly and irrevocably com
mitted to going forward with both the 
MX and the cruise missiles and would 
never bargain them away in return 
for sOI;et reduct:on3. And so it has 
come to this. Determined above all else 

Earl Wild's 
Accompanist gf' 
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to win Senate approval for a treaty 
with arms limitation in the title, a 
President pledges himself n<ver to limit 
arms but rather to raise them to un
precedented levels. This, of course, will 
mean the collapse_ of SALT III-unless 
we agree now ·that by a time certain in 
the near future actual reductions will 
be agreed to. This is to say, before the 
MX momentum is · so great that the 
Russians shift into a yet higher gear in 
order to outrace us, while we become 
ever more panicky as the realization 
spreads that two decades of deterrence 
have left us desperately exposed to 
Soviet threat.· 

I expect all manner of cntlciSm of 
my particular initiative, It will be 
argued, by defenders of the SALT 
process, that two years is too short a 
time to complete the task. I will b< 
told that wisdom dictates that the pace 
of arms-reduction negotiations not be 
forced. Yet one wonders whether such 
objections -by defenders of the process 
do not indict that very process-by 
pointing out the futility of tl"}�ng to 

- make it do what it is supposed to. I 
will be reminded that the Soviets re
sisted the proposals for armed reduc
tions offered by Secretary Vance in 
March of 1977. If they would not 
agree even t� discuss them in 197i, 
why should they do so now? I believe 
this question needs to be answered, 
and as soon as reasonably. possible. I 
think it best that the SALT II treaty 
itself oblige the Soviets to give us their 
answer--one way or the other�o 
that we are no longer able to delude 
ourselves about our prospects. 

We did delude ourselves  after 
SALT 1. An amendment by Senator Al
an Cranston to the Joint Resolution 
of Congress that endorsed the Interim 
Agreement called on the President at 
the earliest practicable moment to be
gin "Strategic_ Arms Reduction. Talks 
( SART)" with the Soviet Union, the 
People's Republic of China, and other 
countries. In a prescient speech on the 
Senate floor on September \4, 1972, 
Cranston said: 

As I look ahead, I see what looks like 
endless series of escalators broken only 
by occ.isional landings which lead in turn 
to other escalators. A partial limitation 
will be followed by a new build-up, 
which may in turn be limited by a new 
freeze and superseded by new and so
phisticated iorms of escalation. And so it 
will go. 

An amendment bv Senator Edward 
S. Brooke declared: . 

Congress considers th:lt the success of 
the: interim agreement �r.d the attain
ment of more permanent and compre
hensive agreements are Jtpendenr: upon 
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\ the preservation of longstanding U nir:r.d 
States policy that neither the Soviet 
Union nor the United States should seek 
unilateral advantage by developing a first-
strike potential. 

Clearly, neither expression of congres
sional intent and desire had the le,1st 
effect on the outcome of SALT II. 

But have we ever prohed deepl�· 
into Soviet. feelings on this matterf 
\Ve have never ;sked them to bee, 
directly, the intellectual dilemma of an 
arms-limitation negotiation that pro
duces arms expansion. Or is this what 
the Soviets have wanted all alungi 
Surely, they have prospered militarily 
and geopolitically during the life of the 
�ALT negotiations. Has that been their 
purpose? \Ve h:tve nothing whatever 
to lose if we trv to find out, At the 
least, I have be�n convinced that the 
SALT process is not seH-correcrivt:, :md 
that, accordingly, the energy necessary 
tn change its present direction must 
he generated from outside 'the SALT 
process. It is a process grown unreal, 
producing results opposite to those 
intended but thereupon defended as 
valuable in their own right. Gibhon has 
heen described as detecting a "leakage 
of reality" in the late Roman Empire. 
There was a Pope then, and it didn't 
help, and it may not help that there is 
one still. But John Paul II certain!\" 
had a point when he soid, at the 
United Nations, that the nuclear build
up shows there is "a desire ro be ready 
for war, and being read)' means being 
able to start it." 

-DANIEL PATRICK MoYNIHAN 
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word helpful (third line). 
The President had originally 
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ANALYSIS OF MOYNIHAN'S NEW YORKER ARTICLE ON SALT 

SUMMARY 

Moynihan's article is really much more than the title, 

"The SALT Process," would imply. It is really an article on 

US strategic doctrine and how SALT, Soviet programs, and 

the M-X decision bear on the issue of just what US strategic 

doctrine should be. As such the article does provide a gener

ally sound and thoughtful framework within which the Senate 

and public can consider the SALT II Treaty. 

On the strategic doctrine issue, Moynihan concludes that 

the doctrine of mutual assured destruction (MAD) is not embraced 

by the Soviets and is on the brink of being abandoned by the 

United States, at least in the pure forum in which it has been 

articulated for nearly two decades. He sees a clear drift on 

our part toward certain elements of Soviet strategic doctrine, 

in particular7 as reflected in the M-X decision and the con

comitant commitment to increased qounterforce capability. He 

comes away from this examination confused and frust�ated -

finding MAD lacking, seeing dangers in the drift toward Soviet 

strategic doctrine, but unable to find any attractive "doctrine� 

to offer for consideration (much less embrace) . 

On SALT, he raises the question as whether SALT has, in 

fact, been helpful in constraining the strategic arms competi

tion -- but is unable to reach an unambiguous conclusion on 

this question, primarily because of the uncertainty of future 

progress. In light of this situation, he argues that the 

Senate should challenge the Soviets as to the strength of their 

commitment to progress in ?trategic arms control by including 

an amendment to the Treaty which demands that significant and 

substantial reductions be achieved by the end of 1981. One can 
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infer from Moynihan's trenchant analysis of the current strate

gic situation that he knows that this step alone would not be 

fully revealing as to future progress in SALT. At the same 

time, he would be correct in claiming that it would provide at 

least some indication of that future. 

DETAILS 

At the start of the article, Moynihan labors to argue the 

legitimacy of his writing an article on the issue of strategic 

doctrine -- a realm which he at one time conceded to certain 

of his academic colleagues. Thus, the first few pages are devoted 

to a relatively uninteresting description of his participation 

in the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence {SSCI) considera

tion of the SALT II Treaty -- the vehicle which he claims {prob

ably legitimately) stimulated his thinking about SALT in the 

broader context of strategic doctrine. This material is spiced 

by the expected quota of cynical comments about either the 

details of SALT {e.g., it should limit missiles instead of 

launchers since the latter are 11hole{s) in the ground .. which 

11you could get hurt by falling into11 )  and the Carter Administra

tion {11I began to wonder if anyone from the most recent Adminis

tration • • • would ever describe the agreement in terms of that 

component with what now appears to be reality . . . ... ) . On the 

latter point, he does note his being reassured by Bill Perry's 

description of the modest but important contribution to solving 

our strategic problems and maintaining a 11process11 with pros

pects for greater future dividends. At one point in this dis

cussion, he accuses the White House of deliberately leaking 

the existence of intelligence monitoring sites in Norway -- a 

claim which cannot be supported. 

In reviewing the SALT I experience, Moynihan gives the 

Soviets a clean bill of health on the question of strict 
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compliance with the terms of the SALT I agreements. At the 

same time, he calls attention to the Soviets' total disregard 

for the United States' unilateral statements which he charac

terizes (with some validity} as what we "hoped" they would do. 

On balance, his assessment of the SALT I experience and its 

impact on our objectives in and approach to SALT II (concerns 

about heavy missiles, eschewing unilateral statements, etc.} is 

consistent with our own view. 

Following this basically introductory material, Moynihan 

focuses on the M-X decision and the issue of counterforce, 

declaring that "the M-X missile is incompatible with the doc

trine of deterrence." This leads him to a review of the h.istory 

of the doctrine of deterrence, including some shaky efforts at 

establishing some pre...;atomic age origins for that doctrine. 

This material is thoughtful (and consistent with his academic 

background} and probably useful to someone new to this business. 

Moynihan then proceeds to overlay the history of SALT I 

on the doctrine issue, finally concluding: "�he great and 

debilitating failure of SALT I, however, is that it did not pro

duce any agreement between the two nations on strategic doctrine." 

He then provides a brief description of the SALT II nego

tiating history, along with a description of the Soviet buildup 

in strategic weapons -- again with frequent references to rele

vant aspects of the strategic doctrine issue. He argues that 

the nature of Soviet developments was such that it was impossi

ble to argue that they in any way embrace the doctrine of 

deterrence. In this context, he perceptively notes the gradual 

change in US strategic doctrine " . . .  never really acknowl

edged, except in the edginess and growing anxiety of those who 

could sense the drift of events but could not arrest them." 

At the same time, he argues that this process of a grudging 

recognition that the Soviets were not going to play by our rules 

led to a situation in which " . . .  the world's most powerful 

military nation lost its advantage over an economically and 



and technologically inferior competitor in the course of a 

decade -- and with almost no one noticing." 
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Moynihan then launches into a factual description of the 

budget and programmatic trends that have created the current 

strategic situation, focusing in the end on the Minuteman vul

nerability problem and our response to it. Here he puts t-1-X 

in this context of US strategic doctrine and the failure of 

SALT to ameliorate this problem, finally concluding that M-X 

is " . • •  the final irony of the SALT process. Not only has 

it failed to prevent the Soviets from developing a first-strike 

capability; it now leads the United States to do so. The 

process has produced the one outcome it was designed to fore

stall. And so we see a policy in ruins." 

Moynihan briefly digresses to seek a simple cause for this 

"shift in the balance of power," concluding that it was a 

technological event, the deployment of MIRVs, that led to the 

current situation. His support for this contention is weak, 

and he fails to take on the question of whether we should have 

pursued a MIRV ban in SALT I with more gusto. He also examines 

the reaction to the current situation (M-X, larger defense 

budget) with a scepticism drawn from his basic concern that 

there is no coherent and common US-Soviet strategic doctrine 

on which to build a coherent strategic program. 

He focuses, in particular, on the M-X system, questioning 

whether it can overcome formidable opposition which is likely 

to arise after a SALT II vote and questioning whether it is 

the right answer to our current strategic dilemma on the grounds 

that it is dependent to a degree on SALT II. He argues that 

a situation could evolve in which SALT II expires without a 

follow-on agreement, M-X and Soviet ICBM forces expand, and 

SALT II will have effectively brought an end not only to the 

hope of arms limitation but to the SALT process itself. 
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Embedded in this entire discussion is an occasional com

ment on what he describes as the deferrence attitude -- per

mitting the mullahs of strategic doctrine to guide the United 

States decision-making on programs based strictly on the MAD 

concept. In making these arguments, there is clear�y an 

implicit self-criticism of Senators and intellectuals such as 

himself, and a further implication that they could have done 

it better. At the same time, Moynihan in the end can offer no 

solution to the current doctrinal dilemma -- or any alternative 

to continuing to try and make SALT do more work. 

The absence of a clear alternative to either MAD or SALT 

is clearly frustrating to Moynihan. He clearly does not 

embrace the notion that we would be more comfortable if we 

adopted the Soviet doctrine and essentially let the Russians 

dictate the rules of the game; at the same time, he cannot 

argue against a move in that direction. Thus, in the end, 

he ·seems to come to appreciate the difficulty and complexity 

of the doctrinal dilemma in which we currently find ourselves. 

As a weak palliative for his frustrations, Moynihan argues 

for Senate adoption of an amendment regarding future negotia

tions "in the hope that it might prove clarifying" with respect 

to the future of SALT and Soviet intentions. This amendment 

would specify that unless significant and substantial reduction 

are agreed to by December 1981, the SALT II Treaty would termi

nate. 

Moynihan's earlier arguments are sufficiently trenchant 

that he must recognize that US and Soviet adoption of this 

amendment (or some modification) would not give a clear-cut 

answer to his basic questions, much less chart US strategic 

doctrine for the future. Nevertheless, he argues (with some 

validity) that they would, at least, provide a useful indica

tion as to whether we should continue with SALT at this time. 



As he puts it, "We have never asked (the Soviets) to face, 

directly, the intellectual dilemma of an arms-limitation 

negotiation that produces arms expansion. . . . I have been 

convinced that the SALT process is not self-corrective, and 

that, accordingly, the energy necessary to change its present 

direction must be generated from outside the SALT process." 

Moynihan can be expected to make his arguments on the 

current strategic situation on the Senate floor in the same 

incisive manner that characterizes this article. As a conse

quence, he stands a good chance of getting something like his 

proposed amendment accepted -- a fact which we will need to 

face up to. 

Can we accept an amendment along the lines he proposed? 

Maybe. The time period he would allow (less than two years) 
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is too short. But if the time period were extended, for 

example, to 1982 or 1983, it might be advantageous for us to 

accept the amendment. It could garner support from others 

besides Moynihan. Besides, now that we have a solid foundation 

on which to build follow-on agreements (definitions, counting 

rules, verification rules, etc.), there really is no practical 

reason that we and the Soviets could not move promptly to 

complete a follow-on agreement that at least covers force 

levels. But this would be tantamount to making a decision on 

SALT III objectives. Is it worth it at this time? If it means 

the difference between failure and ratification of SALT II, 

the answer is clear. 


